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ABSTRACT

A fractional-step splitting scheme breaks the full Navier-Stokes equations

into explicit and implicit portions amenable to the calculus of variations.

Beginning with the functional forms of the Poisson and Helmholtz equations, we

substitute finite expansion series for the dependent variables and derive the

matrix equations for the unknown expansion coefficients. This method employs a

new splitting scheme which differs from conventional three-step (non-linear,

pressure, viscous) schemes. The non-linear step appears in the conventional,

explicit manner, the difference occurs in the pressure step. Instead of solving for

the pressure gradient using the non-linear velocity, we add the viscous portion of

the Navier-Stokes equation from the previous time step to the velocity before

solving for the pressure gradient. By combining this "predicted" pressure

gradient with the non-linear velocity in an explicit term, and the Crank-

Nicholson method for the viscous terms, we develop a Helmholtz equation for the

final velocity.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a = value of non-homogeneous essential boundary condition

g = value of non-homogeneous natural boundary condition

A = cross-sectional area

dA = differential surface area vector

B0 = 23/12, coefficient used in Adams-Bashforth method



B, =-16/12, coefficient used in Adams-Bashforth method

B2 = 5/12, coefficient used in Adams-Bashforth method

Br =51 coefficients et

(Cj)Bebc = coefficients

S= Legendre collocation derivative of order n

= derivative of expansion polynomial j evaluated at node i

e., ey, ez = unit vectors in the direction of the co-ordinate axes

f = body force vector

E total number of elements

M = moment vector

F -A - 2Vni, also represents a force vector

J[P] = a functional depending on P

L periodic length of domain

L2 square-integrable function

LIk(X) = Legendre polynomial

it, jt, kt = the maximum number of nodes in the r, S) t directions

respectively

In = a system of interpolating polynomials of order n

Fpe = surface integral for side number p and element number e

Se _ total surface integral for element number e

[J] Jacobian matrix for the transformation between co-ordinate systems

n -surface unit normal vector

s - surface unit tangent vector

R = position vector

p = pressure
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pi(x) = infinite sequence of orthogonal functions

p(x), q(x), w(x) = functions in Sturm-Liouville equation

P = p/p + IV-V, dynamic pressure

Pn = a system of orthogonal polynomials of degree n

S = an infinite system of orthogonal polynomials

t = time

At = time-step size

t(n) = force per unit area on a surface with unit normal n 7 }

fi = discrete expansion coefficient for the infinite series

ii = discrete expansion coefficient for the finite series

V = velocity vector

r =velocity after the non-linear step

-= velocity after the explicit viscous step

' -- velocity after the pressure step
V/' =corrected velocity after the explicit viscous step . ..

Vout - average outflow velocity correction

U, V, W = x, y, z velocities respectively

wi = weight function, integral of the expansion polynomial over domain

x, y, z = coordinates in global or physical space

Xr = partial derivative of the global co-ordinate x with respect to the local

co-ordinate r

r, s, t = coordinates in local or transformed space

r-- partial derivative of the local co-ordinate r with respect to the global

co-ordinate x

Greek and other Symbols
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a = constant in homogeneous boundary condition

= constant in homogeneous boundary condition

= coefficient in expansion polynomial relationships

6 = differential of a quantity

bij = Kronecker delta

•i(x) = a combination of Legendre polynomials

-c= infinitesimal quantity

fijk = alternating tensor

=•-- domain under consideration

80 = boundary of domain under consideration

A2= 2/(vAt)

A = eigenvalue in Sturm-Liouville equation

A = matrix of coefficients representing A in the expression Ax=b

11 = matrix of coefficients representing b in the expression Ax=b

p = fluid density

c- = stress tensor

el = eement surface area

aij = i, j component of the stress tensor

X= moment arm

V = element volume

#= fluid viscosity

v = fluid kinematic viscosity

C = ex + (yey + (,e,, vorticity vector
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Subscripts

o - initial value

® - free-stream value

e = element number

n = direction normal to the surface

S = direction tangential to the surface

ijk = co-ordinate system indices

in = value at inlet

out = value at outlet

wall = value at wall

XIyIZ= streamwise, vertical, and spanwise values respectively, may also

refer to partial derivatives with respect to the global co-ordinates x, y, z

Superscripts

n = time step number

e = element number

1,2,3,4,5,6 = element side numbers

INTRODUCTION

The new splitting scheme, developed by Wessel (1992), contains variations

on the original three-step splitting method proposed by Korczak and Patera

(1986). In the previous scheme, the non-linear, pressure, and viscous terms in the

incompressible Navier-Stokes equations appear in separate fractional steps. By

introducing intermediate velocities, solutions of these equations yield,

consecutively, a velocity field based on the non-linear, the pressure and non-

linear, and the viscous, pressure, and non-linear terms. The final step producing

the true velocity field.
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The velocity field resulting from the non-inear step satisfies no boundary

conditions nor the incompressibility constraint. This velocity field supplies the

forcing function for the Poisson equation for pressure after applying the

divergence operator to the pressure step. The intermediate velocity contained in

the pressure step must satisfy the divergence free constraint, thus it vanishes

from the Poisson equation for pressure. Instead of solving a second-order Poisson

equation for pressure, a first-order equation for pressure gradient is solved using

methods from the calculus of variations-the velocity field follows directly from

the pressure step. Inviscid boundary conditions on velocity determine the

pressure boundary conditions; hence, errors of 0(at) occur near solid boundaries.

Finally, the viscous step employs a Crank-Nicholson scheme yielding a Helmholtz

equation with a forcing function determined by the velocity after the pressure

step. Once again a variational form of the governing second-order differential

equation reduces the order by one. The velocity must satisfy the full, viscous

boundary conditions; however, it does not satisfy the incompressibility

constraint.

The new method varies slightly from the old. Instead of solving for the

pressure gradient using the non-linear velocity, we include the viscous term from

the previous time step. Thus, the forcing function appearing in the Poisson

equation for pressure contains contributions from both non-inear and viscous

terms. The resulting pressure gradient is not solved for the velocity after the

pressure step; instead, it, along with the velocity from the non-linear step, and a

Crank-Nicholson method for the viscous terms, produce a Helmholtz equation for

the full velocity. The boundary conditions and solution procedure remain

identical to the original method. The boon comes from including the viscous
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terms in the pressure gradient prediction, resulting in a quicker solution of the

pressure step.
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CHAPTER I

SPECTRAL APPROXIMATION

1.1 Spectral Theory

The expansion of a function u in terms of an infinite sequence of

orthogonal functions {pi}, u = E'i-.w fiipi, underlies many numerical methods

of approximation. The most familiar approximation results apply to periodic

functions expanded in Fourier series. In this case, the i-th coefficient of the

expansion decays faster than any inverse power of i for smooth functions with

periodic derivatives. The rapid decay of the coefficients implies that the Fourier

series truncated after a few terms represents a good approximation to the

function. This characteristic refers to the "spectral accuracy" of the Fourier

method.

Spectral accuracy for smooth but non-periodic functions occurs with the

proper choice of expansion functions. Not all orthogonal expansion functions

provide high accuracy; however, the eigenfunctions of a singlar Sturm-Liouville

operator allow spectral accuracy in the expansion of any smooth function, with

no a priori restriction on the boundary belnvinr.

The expansion in terms of an orthogonal system introduces a linear

transformation between u and the sequence of its expansion coefficients {f i},

called the finite transform of u between physical space and spectral space. Since

the expansion coefficients depend on all the values of u in physical space, they

rarely get computed exactly; instead, a finite number of approximate expansion

coefficients result from using the values of u at a finite number of selected

points-the nodes. This procedure defines a discrete transform between the set of

values of u at the nodes and the set of approximate, or discrete coefficients.
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With a proper choice of nodes and expansion functions, the finite series defined

by the discrete transform represents the interpolation of u at the nodes.

Maintaining spectral accuracy when replacing the finite transform with the

discrete transform allows use of the interpolation series instead of the truncated

series in approximating functions.

1.2 Sturm-Liouville Problems

The importance of Sturm-Liouville problems for spectral methods lies in the

fact that the spectral approximation of the solution of a differential problem

often occurs as a finite expansion of eigenfunctions of a suitable Sturm-Liouville

problem. The general form of the Sturm-Liouville problem satisfies

--ax(Ij) + qu = Awu in 0l E (-1,1). (1.2.1)

The real-valued functions, p(x), q(x), and w(x), must behave properly: p(x)

must be continuously differentiable, strictly positive in (-1,1) and continuous at

x=*l; q(x) must be continuous, non-negative and bounded in (-1,1); the

weight function w(x) must be continuous, non-negative and integrable over

(-1,1). The Sturm-Liouville problems of interest in spectral methods allow the

expansion of an infinitely smooth function in terms of their eigenfunctions while

guar•anteeing spectral accuracy.

1.3 Orthogonal Systems of Polynomials

Consider the expansion of a functinn in terms of a system of orthogonal

polynomials of degree less than or equal to n, denoted by P,. Assume

{Pk}k-o,1... represents a system of algebraic polynomials (with degree of pk=k)

mutually orthogonal over the interval (-1,1) with respect to a weight function

w(x). The orthogonality condition requires

fPk(x)Pm(x)w(x)dx = whenever m * k. (1.3.2)
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The formal seriec of a square-integrable function, uEL 2(-1,1)%, in terms of the

system {G. appears as

Su = £ S0kpk(X), (1.3.3)
k=0

when the expansion coefficients 6k satisfy

= u(x)p(x)w(x)dx (1.3.4)S-- IIJi'-[ux1~ xwxd

For an integer n>O, the truncated series of u of order n appears as

n
Pnu = j•ukpk(X). (1.3.5)

1.4 Gauss-Lobatto Quadratures and Discrete Polynomial Transforms

Expanding any u(x)EL 2(-1,1) in terms of the coefficients Uk, called the

continuous expanrsion, depends on the known function u(x). With u(x) is not

known a priori, a discrete expansion for u(x)-which depends on the values at the

nodes-must suffice.

A close relation exists between orthogonal polynomials and Gauss-Lobatto

integration formulas on the interval [-1,11. Let xo,...,x. equal the roots of the

(n+1)-th orthogonal polynomial Pn . and let wo,...,wn equal the solution of

the linear system given by

= (Xj)kwj f x"w(x)dx 0 < k < n, (1.4.1)

where w(x) equals the weight function associated with the Sturm-Liouville

problem, wj>O for j = 0,...,n, and

n
F 1P(x.)w i p(x)w(x)dx, (1.4.2)

hold for all pEP2n.. The positive numbers wj are called "weights" (see Canuto

et. al.(1988) for proof). This version of Gauss integration produces roots,

•Identifying the function u(x) as "square integrable" on the given domain
requires flu(x)12dx <.
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corresponding to the collocation points, which appear in the interior of (-1,1).

Since boundary conditions require one or both end points, a generalized Gauss

integration formula must include these points.

The Gauss-Lobatto formula considers

q(x) = Pn.i(x) + apn(x) + bpn- 1(x), (1.4.3)

with a and b chosen so that q(-l)=q(l)=O. For a given weight function

w(x) and corresponding sequence of orthogonal polynomials pk, k=O, 1, 2,...

we denote by x0,...,Xn the nodes of the n+1 point integration formula of

Gauss-Lobatto type, and by we,...,Wn the corresponding weights.

In a collocation method the fundamental representation of a smooth

function u on (--1,1) appear in terms of its values at the discrete Gauss-

Lobatto points. Approximate derivatives of the function occur by analytic

derivatives of the interpolating polynomial. The interpolating polynomial,

denoted by Inu, belongs in the set Pn and satisfies

Inu(xj) = U(Xj) 0 ý j ý n. (1.4.4)

Since (1.4.4) represents a polynomial of degree n, it admits an expression given

by
n

InU = 2 i0kpk(x). (1.4.5)
k=O

Since the interpolating polynomial must satisfy the function exactly at the nodes,

we get

U(xj) = F0 ikPk(Xj), (1.4.6)
k=O

where ik equal the discrete polynomial or expansion coefficients of u. The

inverse relationship satisfies

1i j u(xpk(xJ)wJ, (1.4.7)
U1k = 1 Xj=0



where the coefficients - equal
n

'Y= (Xj)wj. (1.4.8)

Equations (1.4.6) and (1.4.7) enabling transforms between physical space

{u(xj)} and spectral space {fik) are called the discrete polynomial transforms

associated with the weights wo,...,wn and the nodes x0,...,xn.

1.5 Legendxe Polynomials

A collection of the essential features of Legendre polynomials appears

below. The Legendre polynomials {Lk(x), k = 0, 1,...,} equal the eigenfunctions

of the singular Sturm-Liouville problem given by

--(1-x2)d]Lk(x)] + k(k + 1)Lk(x) = 0, (1.5.1)

which equals (1.1.1) with p(x)=l-x2 , q(x)=0 and w(x)=-. By normalizing

Lk(x) so that Lk(1)=l, the Legendre polynomials satisfy

1 dk
Lk(X) = 2p ak (X2 - (1.5.2)

and represent the solution to (1.5.1) with boundary conditions (1.5.5). These

polynomials also satisfy the recurrence relation, expressed as
Lk-I(X) =2k + 1. xLk(x) - k Lk-,(x), (1.5.3)=k + k + I

where Lo(x)=l and Lj(x)=x,

ILk(x)_ 1, -1 < x _ 1, (1.5.4)

Lk(*l) = (*l)k, (1.5.5)

1IL'k(x)I • jk(k + 1), -1 < x < 1, (1.5.6)

L'k(*l) (*1)k ½k(k + 1), (1.5.7)

1 -1
and f Li(x)dx = (k + (1.5.8)

along with the property that Lk(x) is even if k is even, and odd if k is odd.

The continuous expansion of any UEL 2(-1,1) in telns of the Legendre
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polynomials appears as

u(x) = k S0 fikLk(x).

Multiplying both sides by Lj(x) and integrating from x=- 1 to x=1, gives

OD Ifiu(x)Lj(x)dx = 3: fifkLj(x)Lk(x)dx, (..0

where w(x)=1 according to (1.3.2). Using the orthogonal properties of the

Legendre polynomials and (1.5.8) gives

i= (j + •)f u(x)Lj(x)dx. (1.5.11)

The Legendre polynomials may appear directly as the expansion functions of

(1.5.9) or as a combination of Legendre polynomials which satisfy

tj(xi) = j,(1.5.12)

where 10(x) equals

= 1 (1 - x 2) d L(x)"
-- (n~l)Ln(xx -- x5 & "

This later form allows simpler implementation. The nodes {xj}, j=1,... ,n-1,

d
equal the zeros of •ILn(x), with xo=- 1, and xn=l. The quadrature weights,

shown in (1.4.2), satisfy
n1

kS0Pj(Xk)wk = f, ib(x)w(x)dx. (1.5.14)

Since the Legendre polynomials correspond to w(x)=l, and the expansion

jAynomials satisfy the relation oj(xk)= 6 kj, (1.5.14) reduces to

n
E ,kjwk = f. j(x)dx (1.5.15)

or

wj= - (x)dx (.5.16)

Inserting the expression for the expansion polynomial, (1.5.13), gives after

integration
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2 1
j n(nj ,...n (1.5.17)

for the quadrature weights. The normalization factors 7k, introduced in (1.4.8)

for the general Sturm-Liouville problem, equal

7,=(k+ -, for k<n (1.5.18)

and -t= 2/n. (1.5.19)

fo- the specific polynomials given in (1.5.13).

1.6 Differentiation Using Legendre Polynomials

Differentiation may occur in either spectral space or physical space.

Differentiation i u. ,- .;ra1 space consists of computing the Legendre expansion of

the derivative of a function in terms of the Legendre expansion of the function

itself. For example, if u(x)=k=o fikLk(x), du

-= Iu Uk)Lk(X), (1.6.1)k=

where

= (2k + 1) E fip, p+k odd. (1.6.2)
The proof of (1.6.2) begins with a relation between Legendre polynomials and

their derivatives:

(2k + 1)Lk(x) = dLk( -I(x), kO. (163)

Substituting this expression for Lk(x) into (1.6.1) gives

d OD diik/dx d L 1xu(x)=J•od k"O d L2kk+ 1I k.

®dfik / dx dL
- Z ~k-i(x) (1.6.4)k=0 2 + 1bk'X

which upon changing the limits of the summation gives

dx duk- 1/dx dLk(x)
Wu(x)- k=1 2k - 1''

OD d& /dx d- T & (1.6.5)
k:-. 2 +3

Combining both terms gives
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dux) •dfik'I/dx _dik. I/d~xjd L;,
= kX i (1.6.6)k--=~ k-1 I-2k + 3 (1.6.6))

where both the terms corresponding to k=O and -1 vanishes since dLO(x)=0

and dL-.(x)= 04. This expression represents the derivative of u(x) in spectral

space.

In physical space, the derivative appears as
d d d

ý-(Su) - Wju(x) = Ek fikLk(x). (1.6.7)k--0

Equating (1.6.6) and (1.6.7), and recognizing that jjLo(x)-O, gives

OD d O jj _
E klk-Lk(x) klLdk" d dk.L Lk(x). (1.6.8)k-- I k--z 1 2 k + 3 J

Since the Lk(x) equal the eigenfunctions of Sturm-Liouville problem, they, along

with their derivatives, form a linearly independent or orthogonal set. Therefore,

multiplying (1.6.8) by kLj(x) and integrating from -1 to I results in

ik d-/dx _ dk I (1.6.9)

Evaluating (1.6.2) with n=k+l gives

d - 'Un-i= (2n - 1).E fip, p+n even; (1.6.10)

similarly, (1.6.2) evaluated using n=k-1 yields

d - '0
Un,1 = (2n + 3) • fip, p+n even. (1.6.11)

p =n+

Substituting (1.6.10) and (1.6.11) into (1.6.9) gives

M W

fin = S fip - E fii, p+n even, (1.6.12)
p~n p=n+2

which reduces to fin = fin. This completes the proof of (1.6.2). The two

derivative expressions given by (1.6.1) and (1.6.7) produce different results in

practice:

tFor k=-i we have dL.I(x)/dx = c/(1-x 2 ), where c equals a constant. Since

the boundary conditions are dLk(*l)/dx=(*1)kk(k+l)/2 which equals zero for
k=-l, we see that the constant c must equal zero.
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d Pnu) # Pn du (1.6.13)

The quantity on the left equals the Legerdre Galekin derivative. The error,

d, u) R decays spectrally for infinitely smooth solutions. However, for

functions, u, with finite regularity (not infinitely periodic) this difference decays
du_ p- du Tu

at a slower rate than the truncation error for the derivative - r Thus
dpd du (e

j'(Pnu) is asymptotically a worse approximation to du than n-qd (see

Canuto et. al. (1988)).

1.7 Legendre Derivatives at the Nodes

Approximate differentiation in physical space occur by differentiating the

interpolation Ibu (as defined in (1.4.5)) and evaluating it at the nodes. This

resulting polynomial of degree n- 1, represented as

Dnu = •a(inu), (1.7.1)

and called the Legendre collocation derivative of u relative to the chosen set of

nodes, differs from the Galer*in derivative 1-(Pnu) since the latter depends on

the continuous coefficients fil and the former on the discrete coefficients iik.

One method for obtaining the collocation derivative, involves computing

the values (Dnu)(xi), (i = 0,...,n) from the values u(xj), (j 0, ...n), by

employing (1.4.7) for the discrete Legendre coefficients iij, and (1.6.2) for the

discrete derivative coefficients duj, and computing (Dnu)i from

(Dnu)(xi) = Ejfik)0k(xi). (1.7.2)

A preferred option involves the collocation derivative at the nodes through

matrix multiplication. It appears as

(Dnu)(xi) =kfik Jd (X) lX=- (1.7.3)
d k=O

for i=0,...,n. When Dik--&(xi), (1.7.3) equals
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n

(Dnu)(xi) = Ek•ikDik, for i = 0,...,n. (1.7.4)

Using (1.5.13) for *k(x) gives
S1 ik

4n 1n i = k =0. (1.7.5)
(•n 4+ 1)n i-=k~n

0, otherwise.

1.8 Integration Using Legendre Polynomials

Integration in transform space consists of computing the integral of the

Legendre expansion of a function. If u(x)- En iiktk(x), the integral over the
k=O

domain xE[-1,1] equals

f.u(x)dx I Ef1  iik,,(x)dx. (1.8.1)

Assuming the series converges, integration and summation may change places,

giving

Iu(x)dx -- • k E il k(x)dx. (1.8.2)

Using the integral of the expansion function according to (1.5.16) gives

I nfj u(x)dx- Y kikWk. (1.8.3)
7 k=0
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CHAPTER 11

SPECTRAL ELEMENT METHOD

2.1 Introduction

The spectral-element method, a variational procedure in which the

approximating functions depend on representing the given domain as a collection

of simple sub-domains, differs from both spectral methods and finite-element

methods in two ways: (1) pure spectral methods employ high degree

approximating functions with support defined over the entire domain, and (2)

finite-element methods use low degree approximating functions with compact

Ssupport (i.e., a given element's approximating functions differ from zero only

within the element). Spectral-element methods exploit the advantage of high

degree functions inherent in pure spectral methods, along with the flexibility

finite-element methods provide in representing complex domains. The sub-

domains, or finite elements, equal geometrically simple shapes that permit a

systematic construction of the approximating functions. These ecumenical

functions satisfy all boundary conditions and problem data by employing

concepts of orthogonal polynomials from Sturm-Liouville theory. On an

elemental basis, the dependent variables appear as a finite sequence of the

approximation functions with coefficients representing the dependent variables at

a finite number of preselected points (i.e., nodes, whose number and location

dictates the degree and form of the approximating functions),

2.2 Partitioning of Domain

One feature of the spectral-element method distinguishing it from the pure

spectral method allows representing the given domain by a collection of sub-

domains. A subsequent transformation maps each sub-domain from the physical

18



(x,y,z) space to the local (r,s,t) space by an isoparametric mapping. The sub-

domains in local space equal simple geometries, such as cubes in three-

dimensional space. Two important features in typical geometries dictate this

mapping: first, the definition of the approximation functions from Sturm-

Liouville equations only apply to certain well-defined geometries; and second, an

arbitrary domain cannot accept a collection of simple domains without

introducing error. By defining the approximating functions element-wise, the

accuracy of the approximation improves by increasing either the number of

elements (i.e., refining the mesh) or the degree of the approximating functions.

In mathematical terms, the total domain f--0U8f splits into a finite

number, E, of subsets, lie, called finite elements, such that: each fie 's closed

and non-empty; the boundary afle of each fle is Lipschitz-continuous (no

singularities, cusps, et cetera); the intersection of any two distinct elements is

empty, i.e., f0enfl-=o, eff; and the union fl of all elements De equals the

total domain, given as
E

S= E £1e. (2.2.1)
e=1

We could not satisfy the last property without the mapping between physical and

local space.

2.3 Spectral-Element Interpolation

By allowing the possibility that each element represents the entire domain

with the general boundary conditions of the differential equation, the essential

boundary conditions equal the values of the independent variables at the nodes,

while the natural boundary conditions get subsumed into the variational form of

the equation over the element. After assembling the elements, the boundary

values on portions of the boundaries of elements sharing the boundary of th,
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given domain are replaced by the actual specified values (imposition of boundary

conditions).

In the spectral-element method, the minimum degree of the algebraic

approximating functions depends on the order of the differential equation being

solved, and the degree of the polynomial in turn dictates the number of

interpolation points, called nodes, to be identified in the element.

The approximation functions, also called interpolation functions, depend on

interpolation of the function and possibly its derivatives at the nodes of the

element. The nodes placed along the boundary of the element uniquely define the

element geometry. Place any additional nodes required to define the

interpolation functions at other points, either in the interior or on the boundary.

The boundary nodes also enable the connection of adjacent elements by requiring

equality of the primary degrees of freedom (i.e., variables that appear in essential

boundary condition) at nodes shared by any two elements. Thus, we cannot

accurately represent discontinuous primary variables. Such problems arise in, for

example, the study of compressible flow where shock waves contain velocity

discontinuities. These functions make poor primary variables in the spectral-

dement model unless we employ special procedures during assembly.

For each fle, let Pe denote the finite-dimensional spaces spanned by

linearly independent local interpolation functions {f}0=0 of the nodal points.

Over each element fleCfl the approximation Inue of ue equals

n
ue - Inue = E iib(r), (2.3.1)

where the local expansion coefficients iel equal the values of ue at the

preselected nodes {re} in the element fle. As indicated in §1.5, the

interpolation functions satisfy
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(rj) =bj, (2.3.2)

where bij is the Kronecker-delta function.

2.4 Connectivity (or Assembly) of Elements

As mentioned earlier, all elements contain boundary nodes defining their

geometry and allowing connection with their neighbors. The connectivity of

elements requires equal values of the primary variables in nodes common to

adjacent elements. Assembling the unique sub-domains into the entire domain, a

process known as direct stiffness, requires the identification of a universal or

global system of nodes, and a corresponding set of global expansion coefficients

for the primary variables. The resulting matrix expression relates the global

expansion coefficients to the parameters of the governing differential equation

and boundary conditions.

As indicated earlier, the primary variables, those associated with the

essential boundary conditions, appear as the global expansion coefficients of the

assembled matrix relation. The secondary variables appear in the natural

boundary conditions.

2.5 Isoparametric Formulation

Isoparametric schemes use the same interpolation functions to represent

both the co-ordinate mapping and the primary variables. Thus, the physical

space x maps into the local r co-ordinate system by

n
xe = Inxe = iei¶(r), (2.5.1)izO

when primary variables appear as
n

u Ir). = (2.5.2)
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CHAPTER III

TDME--SPUITTING SCHEME FOR THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

3.1 Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions

According to the formulation given below, the domain under consideration,

(Icd with boundary Oil, may translate but not deform. The Navier-Stokes

equations on the dosed domain, 0=fl-Ufl, consist of the constant density

continuity equation given by

V-V = 0, (3.1.1)

and the corresponding momentum equation expressed as

+V_) + + - + vV2V. (3.1.2)

Introducing

VxVXV = -(V-V)V + IV(V-V) (3.1.3)

into the momentum equation gives

VV (P- + V.V) + f + VV2V, (3.1.4)

in which both V and p along with the body force, f, depend on both position

in the fluid and time.

The physical boundary conditions for a given problem must allow us to

divide the entire boundary into regions associated with essential boundary

conditions (e.g., walls and inlets), natural boundary conditions (e.g., outlets and

free-streams), and per odicity boundary conditions. The numerical procedure

handles each of these regions separately.

The essential boundary conditions appear as

V = Vwa11 (3.1.5)

on solid wall boundaries, and

V = Vin (3.1.6)
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on inlet boundaries. The natural boundary condition at the outflow equals

(n-V)V = 0, (3.1.7)

where n is the outward surface normal vector, and along the free stream
no*V - NVboundary (3.1.8)

and

nx(_r.n) = 0, (3.1.9)

where o equals the local stress tensor. Equation (3.1.9) expresses the fact that

the stress at the free stream must lie entirely normal to the boundary. By

manipulating the pair of conditions (3.1.8) and (3.1.9) we can show that they

equal the homogeneous natural condition on velocity, (n-V)V=0, (see appendix

C). The boundary condition along periodic surfaces equals

V(x+L) = V(x), (3.1.10)

where L equals the relative position vector between the two periodic boundaries.

All of these conditions refer to velocity; pressure boundary conditions depend on

the governing equations. Finally, the initial conditions equal V(x,t=0)=Vo(x)

for xEfCIR3.

3.2 Splitting Method

In the variational solution of time-dependent problems, we represent the

dependent variables in a finite dimensional vector space. The undetermined

coefficients depend on time, while the base functions depend on spatial co-

ordinates. This leads to a two-stage approximation, both of which could employ

variational methods. We choose to discretize the equations in space and iterate

in time, thus giving a spatial variational problem. Such a procedure,commonly

known as a semi-discrete approximation, results in a set of ordinary differential

equations in time.
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No variational form exists for the full momentum equation; therefore, we

split it into simple forms and apply variational techniques to each portion

individually. Employing the splitting scheme followed by Wessel (1992), we

introduce intermediate velocities, V, V, V, and V, which allows splitting of

the momentum equation into fractional steps. The scheme employs a "predictor-

corrector" approach whereby the predicted velocity at time step n+1, which

results from sequentially computing intermediate velocities based on the non-

linear terms, thc viscous terms, and the pressure terms, determines the pressure

gradient. The corrected velocity depends on this predicted pressure gradient. A

brief explanation follows. The first, or non-linear, step appears as

t _ V• vxV'- + ="'; (3.2.1)

the second, or viscous, step equals

At = - Vw; (3.2.2)

and the third, or pressure, step includes

At = -V + IjvInVn-i) - -VPn 1. (3.2.3)

The velocity after the pressure step, V"', must satisfy the divergence-free

constraint. By applying the divergence operator to (3.2.3), a relationship

between pressure and 4 ,I ensues. The solution of this Poisson equation for

pressure determines the predicted pressure gradient. Using the previously

computed velocity after the non4inear step and this new pressure gradient, a new

velocity results after adding the explicit viscous term:

A t+I _ -•n41_ -VPn'" + 4iA2VJ. (3.2.4)At

We still must add another JVV2V to the right-hand side to yield the full Navier-

Stokes equation. We use the Crank-Nicholson method by adding PV72Vn 'I to
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the velocity V' giving an implicit viscous step appearing as

at, - = ½VV2VI+1 (3.2.5)
At

We benefit from this splitting scheme by representing the implicit viscous and

pressure steps in time-independent, elliptic form: the viscous step in the form of

Helmholtz's equation, and the pressure step as Poisson's equation. We express

both equations in variational form and solve them by finding the extremum of

the corresponding functional. Some of the details of each of the five steps appear

below. The two steps containing the explicit viscous terms require no exposition.

3.3 Non-Linear Step

We solve the non-linear advective term explicitly using a three-step Adams-

Bashforth method given by (3.3.1)

At -= B 0(VxVxV + f)n+ BI(VxVxV + f)n- 1+ B 2(VxVxV + fn-2.t

This hyperbolic operator imposes stability conditions, in the form of a Courant-

Friedrich-Lewy number, on the scheme. Neither bour -ary conditions nor

continuity constraints apply to -'.

3.4 Pressure Step

The velocity after the pressure ztep, Vý, must satisfy the zero divergence

constraint. Applying the divergence operator to (3.2.2) gives

V at ") = V.(-Vpn-i). (3.4.1)

Since V does not satisfy the zero divergence constraint, (3.4.1) simplifies to

V'Vn= V-VPn'l. (3.4.2)A t

The boundary conditions on pressure depend on the governing equations.

$The three-step Adams-Bashforth coefficients equal Po=23/12, B1=-16/12,
and B2=5/12.
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We obtain the pressure boundary conditions by taking the inner product of

(3.1.4) with the surface outward unit normal n and rearranging. This yields

n-VP = -- (n-V) + un.V2V + n-f + n.(VVxV). (3.4.3)

This expression represents the exact physical boundary condition on pressure

obtained from the governing differential equation. Unfortunately, we cannot use

this form since some of the terms on the right-hand side remain unknown.

Therefore, the numerical procedure uses a simplified form which neglects the

viscous term, the body force, and the non-linear term:
n-VP = - a (3.4.4)

When we discretize this equation in time by writing the time derivative of

velocity as (Vf*'-Vn)/at, we see that unknown terms still remain on the right-

hand side. By further approximating the time-derivative using intermediate

velocities we obtain

n-VP = -n-(Vfl41- V' 1)/&t (3.4.5)

It appears that we still do not know V-•, at this point; however, a careful

vetting of the various boundary conditions reveals otherwise. This mathematical

approximation to the physical boundary condition may be good or bad depending

on the characteristics of the flow as indicated below. Where essential boundary

conditions occur n-.Vr1 equals n-Vwall or n'Vinjet, and (3.4.5) becomes

n-VP = -n-(Vwall - V n*t)/At. (3.4.6)

This term differs from the true physical boundary condition at a solid surface (or

at the inlet if n-(VwVxV)=O) since it lacks both the viscous term, in-V2V, and

the body-force term, n-f. For a flow with no body force, the approximate

boundary condition differs from the physical boundary condition by the viscous

term. In other words, the mathematical boundary condition equals the inviscid
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boundary condition along solid walls. Deville and Orszag (1980) showed that

this approximation introduces a time-splitting error 0(1) in n-V2V over a

layer of thickness 0(/M3). No error estimate exists at the outlet since even the

physical boundary conditions remain unknown.

Along the free-stream the viscous term remains negligibly small under most

circumstances;t while the advection term, n-(VxVxV), equals zero, since n

and VxVxV are perpendicular. tt Furthermore, when the body force is

perpendicular to the free-stream boundary-as in most flows-the body-force term

vanishes, and the simplified boundary condition equals the physical one.

Along exit boundaries where natural conditions get specified, the terms

neglected by the approximate pressure boundary condition do not vanish.

However, their influence remains confined to a region near the boundary, since

convection sweeps any induced errors out of the domain.

3.5 Viscous Step

The implicit viscous step appears as

$The viscous term equals n.V2V. The velocity can be written in terms of a local
co-ordinate system where n equals the normal to the surface and s lies
tangential to the surface. Hence V=Vss+Vnn, and n-V2V=
n-[(82Vs/8S2+ 02Vs/8n 2)s+(82Vn/8s2+82Vn/n2)n]. The first term is zero
because s and u remain perpendicular. The second term vanishes in most
common flows. For example, when a homogeneous body force or a body force
with a vanishing or zero gradient near the free-stream boundary (e.g., the
"Blasius" body force) forces the flow, the second derivatives of Vn vanish
sufficiently far from disturbance generating structures. Likewise, when the free-
stream boundary represents a moving plate, as in Couette flow, 02Vn/8s2
usually equals zero, and 82Vn/an2 again vanishes far away from the disturbance
generating structures.

1:tThe boundary conditions specified along a free stream reduce to n.VV=0,
according to the results of appendix C. Thus, the gradient of velocity lies
parallel to the surface, or alternatively, the cross product of V and V lies
parallel to n (the zero normal velocity constraint requires V to lie in the plane
of the boundary). Therefore, the cross product of V and VxV lies in the plane
of the surface, or perpendicular to n. Whence n.(ViVxV)=0.
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Vn#1 JVV2VnnII-t - pV2'V (3.5.1)
at

This implicit equation remains unconditionally stable. Therefore, we could avoid

unreasonable time step restrictions due to the high spatial resolution of spectral

approximations near the boundaries of elements save the other explicit steps.

The boundary conditions on the velocity after the viscous step, V"', equal the

physical boundary conditions given in §3.1. In formulating the viscous step, we

did not subsume the zero divergence condition into the expression for V".

Hence, VW'* does not satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations exactly. Normally,

this error does not dominate the solution since the velocity after the viscous step

nearly equals the zero divergence velocity, Vr'*1. Amon (1988) observed that

the divergence of Vn * remains a few orders-of-magnitude smaller than that of

Vpl. We transform (3.5.1) into Helmholtz's equation by adding -VI'I to

both sides of (3.5.1) giving

_ 4, - _ Vn,1 + JVAtV2VnUl. (3.5.3)

Rearranging yields

= - (3.5.4)

which appears as

V4 - A4 = F, (3.5.5)

when -=V 1̀ , A2= 2 and F= -A4Vnl. Since * depends on the velocity
V/at

satisfying the physical boundary conditions, the condition on * associated with

essential boundary conditions equals

0 = Vwall or Vinlet. (3.5.6)

The exit, or natural, boundary condition equals

nUV4 = 0, (3.5.7)

which also satisfies the free-stream boundary conditions when the free-stream
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condition on velocity behaves according to the restrictions given in appendix C.

The periodic boundary conditions equal *(x+L)=ý(x), where L equals the

relative position vector between the two boundaries.
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CHAPTER IV

NON-LINEAR STEP

4.1 Introduction

The non-linear step, the only explicit part of the three-step time-splitting

scheme, introduces a time-step size stability restriction. Since only first-order

derivatives appear, no benefit accrues from casting the governing equation in

"weak" form; instead, we apply a collocation variational approach. (When the

governing equation has an equivalent "weak" form, we may multiply it by a

suitably differentiable test function, integrate over the appropriate domain, and

then integrate by parts. The resulting variational form contains derivatives of

lower order than the original equation.) In the collocation technique, the test

function equals the Dirac-delta function. Since this function has no derivative,

the resulting solution must contain as many derivatives as the order of the

governing differential equation. For this first-order equation, therefore, the

solution occupies the space of functions H1(rZ).

4.2 Variational Form

The Adams-Bashforth three-step procedure applied to the non-linear

portion of the split Navier-Stokes equation appears in §3.3 and equals

•'1 -v-= BoAt(VxVxV + f)+ B,&t(VxVuV + f)n-1+ B2At(VxEVV + f)-- 2 .

(4.2.1)

To transform this equation into variational form, we multiply by a test function,

OEH(il), and integrating over the entire domain, giving

fJ [V'• -Vn - Bo•t(VWVKV + f)'- Bjt(VxVxV + f)n-- B2&t(VWVxV +

P n-90V = 0. (4.2.2)

The collocation method uses bi-6(:x-xj), where the xi's equal the locations of
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the nodal points where the differential equation is satisfied exactly. Introducing

i--=6(x-xj) into (4.2.2) and integrating results in the discrete form of the

differential equation in terms of the unknown expansion coefficients Vijk and

Vijk. Products, such as VxVxV, also appear in terms of their coefficients at the

nodes. The result equals

V'2i .ý--" •rjk -(4.2.3)

Bo&t(VxVxV + f)'Qljk + Bi&t(faVxV~ + fYOjij + B2tfx-1+ f)u~ji4

We explore the spatial discritization of the various quantities in the following

sections.

4.3 Spatial Discritization of Vorticity

Express the vorticity, VxV, in Cartesian co-ordinates as

VXV= + (7u_ + -VU (4.3.1)

where the partial derivatives refer to the global co-ordinate system. We must

transform these derivatives from the global, or physical, co-ordinate system to

the local (r,s,t) system. According to appendix A, the partial derivatives

expressed in terms of the local co-ordinates equal

oe o•:e se~e :•..ea r + d + t (4.3.2a)
0e -- r e a. ye tey e,

= ; e e + , (4.3.2b)

and ae = r + s + te e (4.3.2c)

(The superscript e refers to the element number.) Introducing these expressions

into (4.3.1) gives (4.3.3)

tThe time step number replaces the element superscript for convenience in
notation; remember, however, that whenever a subscript, such as ijk, represents
the node number in three dimensions a corresponding superscript should indicate
the element number under consideration.
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vxve a~e aOwe +tOWe eOVe eVe ate&'(ryV-(r + st-- - r-- - )e,,
e8U + SeD +9 -U W e fWq- teD

+re8Ve + ebVe +t8e reO0Ue _ e8te orje
+(r + FSr + W - - YT SYj- t'Y-)et

The three components of the vorticity equal

e8We+ ae teO~~e eoV e8rVe 8V e
Cxe= ryj-r + a- + yyt-ry- - Sz-j-. teZ-, (4.3.4a)

ce. eOlee 5 aile+ e UC e 8We O8e g
C;=rzf- +s;P +tzt-- rx-j- - s;s- t; t, (4.3.4b)

andC~ OVe+ eVe+ 8V~e aOle deU¶. OU (.3ec

The x-vorticity evaluated at the local co-ordinate ri,Sj,tk appears as

(r)nk~ej aweWe
(Cx'I-k= ry)ij-3-,jk+ (S)~-ySk+ (ty)e¶ikV-t-ijk

-(rz)'ijk-3-rijk - (8z)iJ-kV-jijk - ()Jij-~.(435

The partial derivative with respect to the local co-ordinate, r, equals (see

appendix A)

ae
&ijk =-- Dia6jb6 kc. (4.3.6)

abc

Similar expressions exist for the s and t components. Substituting into (4.3.5)

gives (4.3.7)

(Cx)"Ijk =X[(ry)'I jkDia6jb6kc + (Sy)Ij-k6iaDjb 6 kic + (ty)'Ijk~ia~jbDkcIW'Ij-k

- a, [(rz)'jkjDiabjb~kc + (Sz)Ij-kbiaDjbbkc + (tz)jk6ia6jbDkc1V'iJk-

Expressing the other vorticity components this way gives an equation for the

vorticity vector at the local node (ri,sj,tk): (4.3.8)

('ijkab{ [(ry)'Tj kDiabjbbkc + (sy)-jkbiaDjb6Jcc + (ty)'¶jkbiabjbDkc]W'Ijk

- I(rz)"I-kDia6jbhc + (Sz)1jk 6iaDjb~c + (tz)'I' k 6ia 6j bDkcl V*I-k] ex

+ [[(r.)e-kDia6jbbkc + (Sz)¶jk 6iaDjbbkc + (tz)Ij-k6iabjbDkclUfJk

- (rx)¶JkDiAjb6Jkc + (5)j'kbiaDjbbkc + (tx)e¶jkbia~jbDkc]W'j k] ey
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+ [[(r.)e-jjkDiabjb 6kc + (Sx)'IJkbiaDjb~kc + (tx)TIk 6iabjbDkc'V'Ijk

[ (ry)ejkDiabjb~kc + (Sy)'jkbiaDjb6Icc + (tv)e.~ai~c1~ke}

4.4 Spatial Discritization of Crons-Product of Velocity with Vorticity

The cross-product of the velocity with the vorticity appears as

V-C= (V~z.-W~y)ex + (WCx-UC2)ey + (UCy-VC2 )e,. (4.4.1)

Using the discrete expressions for the velocity and vorticity gives

=VA (4.4.2)

- [(rx)¶jkDiabjb 6iic + (Sx)"JkbiaDjbbji c + (tx)"jk5i6ia~bDkc1*jfWiTk]e

+ [i(ry)'-kDia6jbbkc + (Sy)"jk6iaDjb 5c + (ty)ejkbiabjbDkc1W~ejk)

- [[(rz)'jkD iabjbbkc + (Sz)ejkbiaDj bL~c + (tz~jkbiabjbDkcI4fJ'k)

-[I(rx)'I-kDia6jb6Ic + (5)jkgiaDjb6kc + (tx)TJkbiat~ibDkc ] jk jk~

+ [[(ry)I-kDia~jb 6 kc + (Sy)'Tjk 6iaDjbbkc + (ty)"Jkbiaibjb1kc]jY'ik] Jle
+ f[(rz)"-kDiabjbbkc + (Sz)ojk~iaDjb 6.kc + (tz)ejkbiabjbDkc]vkVVi~jk

- [1(rx)'IjkDjabib6Ic + (Sx)7.jk&iaDjbbkc + (tr)¶ik6ia~.jbDkc]V--k)O

- [(ry)¶ikDiabjbbkc +(Sy)"-k 6iaDjb~kc +(ty)"-k6iabjb]DkcfJ*ljk]1k

- 1 (rz) e-kDiaabjbbkc + () jkbiaD~jb~k c + (tz)"jk6ia6jbDci¶k] VJ"jkeZ

for the cross-product of the velocity with the vorticity at the local node (ri,sj,tk).

4.5 Summary

The equation governing the velocity after the pressure step equals

VIN= ý'jk + Boat[(V-?)'Ijk + FlikIn 451

+BlAt((VxC)'I'Jk + fjj'+ B2At[(V-Z)OIJ-k + f,,kn-2;

where the terms (VxZ)'Iljk appear in (4.4.2). This explicit relation for the
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unknown velocity coefficients at time step n+1 depends on known quantities

from the previous step, denoted by the superscript n. Its solution does not

involve inverting the stiffness matrix; unfortunately, however, this simplicity

comes with a concomitant loss of accuracy-the collocation scheme searches for

the solution with a measurement device tolerating first-order errors in time.
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CHAPTER V

PRESSURE STEP

5.1 Variational Approach

According to §3.4, the governing differential relation for the pressure step

equals

V - V.VP. (5.1.1)
a t

This represents an elliptic, Poisson equation; consequently, a corresponding

variational form exists. For the moment, assume that the functional whose

Euler-Lagrange equation yields (5.1.1) equals

J[P] = JH [-4 (VP.VP)kt + 'Vn+'.VP]dV. (5.1.2)

The standard boundary conditions accompanying a functional of this type equal

=F 0, (5.1.3)

where F equals the integrand of the functional. Applying this boundary

condition formula to the functional shown in (5.1.2) yields

-n-VP&t + n-'n +1 = 0. (5.1.4)

According to the derivation in §3.4 the appropriate boundary conditions for the

pressure step equal

-n-VP&t + n.*n'* = n.-rfnl, (5.1.5)

which does not correspond to that shown in (5.1.4), since an additional n4V`"1

exists on the right-hand side; therefore, we must add a boundary integral to our

functional. Thus, the functional satisfying the appropriate boundary conditions

and the governing pressure step relation equals (5.1.6)

J[P] = j- [-_ (VP.VP)At + -- •'-VPldV - P(n4-W1n)d.

Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation to this functional yields (5.1.1) with

boundary conditions (5.1.5). A demonstration of this follows.
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Up until this point, we accepted the validity of the functional shown in

(5.1.6) prima facie. We must show that the extremum of this functional does

indeed yield the differential relation and boundary conditions for the pressure

step. We begin by considering the variation of J[P] with respect to P:

J[P] = J[ [-VP-V(6P)at + Vn*'-V(bP)]dV - fpM (n."'l)RPda.

Rearranging gives (5.1.7)

6j[P] =J [-V.(VP 6P)&t + 6PV.VPAt + V.(V• *l6P)-- -Py. Idv

-f (n.V1)6Pdo.(5.1.8)

Employing Gauss' divergence theorem, we transform the first and third volume

integrals into surface integrals giving

MJ[P] = J• [V.VPMt - V.Vnrb6PdV (5.1.9)

+ fi [-n.VP&t + a4 1 -n.V +i6Pdo'

An extremum of J[P] occurs when this variation equals zero. Since the

variation of P on the boundary of the domain does not depend on its variation

within the boundary, the extremum occurs when both

V-VPAt -V.V•rl = 0, (5.1.10)

within the volume of the domain, and

-n.VPMt + -n n- n. +1 = 0, (5.1.11)

on the boundary, are satisfied simultaneously. We see that these equations equal

the governing equation and boundary conditions. Thus, the variation of the

functional given by (5.1.6) yields the Poisson equation shown in (5.1.1) with

boundary conditions (5.1.5).

5.2 Representation in Local Co-ordinates

We must transform the functional in (5.1.6) from the global x,y,z co-

ordinate system to the local r,s,t system. The corresponding functional
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representation for a single element, designated by the superscript e, in local co-

ordinates equals

j[P]e = f if if 1[4 (VP.VP)At + V.Vp]eIdet[JeI drdsdt

_f if f I pe(n.'i')dAP (5.2.1)
p=1 -1d -1

where we drop the superscript indicating the time step number and replace it by

a superscript indicating element number. (Consult appendix B for details of the

volume element conversion from global to local co-ordinates.) The surface

integral contains expressions for the summation over the six faces of each

element. We will consider the details of these terms later.

This functional, approximated by expressing it in terms of the expansion

polynomials, for example, acPaebcba(r)*ob(S),c(t), appears as
abc

f f f f2 aiEbc.EH Vebcebc. e ~e (5.2.2)

6
+ " VIbcPbc] O(r) (S) c(t)I det[Je] I abirdsdt - I pe.psi

A brief explanation of the accompanying notation seems appropriate. The

subscript abc refers to the node ra,sb,tc, while the tilde refers to the

corresponding unknown expansion coefficients. We postpone treatment of the

6
surface integral, conveniently expressed in the interim as E pe, until §5.3.

Pý1

Many of the following numerical minutiae receive a more thorough

treatment in the following chapter dealing with the viscous step. The gradient

operator in global co-ordinates equals

Vbebc bc +Pbc (5.23)

In the local co-ordinate system this operator equals

=abcabc (5.2.4)

"ae ape ap

7bc + O abc
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E~bry)abc + "Pb SY)abc + aI bc'e)'abcley +

dr % r z abc + 8 abCs X )a + ab Z)abclez.

Introducing expansions for the local partial derivatives according to (6.3.5)

through (6.3.7) gives

VabcP~t = (5.2.5)

Zj [[(rx)abcDaijbijck + (se)b~i~jc + (te)b~ 6 JD)e

[(ry)abcDaibbjbc s)aca~ck  y + t)abcbaibbjDck]ey +

[(rz)abcDaibtbjbck + (5)abcbaiDbjbck + (tZ)abcbai~biDCklez] pe~jk.

The inner product of this term with a term of similar form appears as

abc a~.VbPbc =bab (5.2.6)

[f(rX)abcDai 6 bj 6ck + (SX')abc~aiDbjbck + (t~e)abcbai66jDckjey +

[(r~)ac~aa~b~ck +(S,)abc 6aiDbj6ck + (te)abc6ai6biDckJez]

[~ j(r;)abcDai6bjbck + (Sez)abcbatDbueck + (t'Z)abc 6ai~bmDck~ez +

E(~aca~buc + (Se)abc 6a1Dbmbcn + (t~)be~a 6 ~Dne

[(ry)abcDa1hmbucn + (Se)abc 6a1Db,6 cn + (te)abC~aj6bmDcnjez] +~n

Performing the inner product gives

VabcPa~bc* Vabcflbc ij EPljk pla (5.2.7)
[[(r4)x~ i~i + (S)b ibjck + (t')abcbai 6bjDck]

Ier)abcDai~bbjbck + (S')abcbaiDbj c t)biib~k

I(rx)abcDa1bb, 6cn + (5X')abcba1Db, 6cn + (te)abcbai 6ibuDcn] +

[(ry1)abcDajbbibck + (Sy')abct~aiDbjbck + (te)kcaib~k

[(rye)abcDailbmbcn + (se)abcbalDbu~Scn + (te)abCba1bbmDcn1]+

Introducing these expressions into (5.2.2) gives
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j p e2 f If If IaEOa(r) Ob(s) Oc(t) Idet [Je] Iabc[ Pe1jk£ P mnk
I -I I abcijk Ian

[[(rx')albcDai6bi 4k + (SX')abc 6aiDbi 6ck + (tx")abc~aibbjDck]

[(rx')abcDa16b, 6cn + (s5')abcbajDbu6cn + (txe)abcbaibbaDcn] +

[(r')abcDajbbjb4k + (Se)abCbaiDbj 6ck + (te)&bctaijbjDckl

D(~abcDalbb6.~6 + (SabcAiDbm&c + (tye)atbcbai1tuDcn] +

[(rz)abcDaibbjbck + (S)abcbaiDbjbck + (te)atbc6ai6IbjDck1

[(re)abcDalbbmc (~aj~a~mc (te),bcb.,%~cI

+Veabc-. .[f[(rx)abcDai~b6ck + (s5x)abc 6aiDbjb6& + (tx')abc 6ai~jDcjje, +

[(rY)abcDai 6bj6ck + (S abcbaiDbj~ck + (t)albcbajbbjDcikjey +

t(r'z)abcDaibj 6ck + (S abcbaiDbi bck + (t abcibaibbiDckjez] Pek dxdsdt

E peI. (5.2.8)
P=I

Evaluating the integrals by introducing ýWa=f -'a(r)dr according to (1.5.16)

gives

j~pje E E.. Z; f~ei PmnhtWawbwc I detiJjeI abc
[[( e abc ijk 1.xi(t

[[rx)aibcDaiblbi~ck + (s-)abcbaiDbjbck + (t)abcbai~L~jDck)

[(r)albcDatb 6 + (se)b~I~. + (te)b~~~i~n

[(rx)almbcna~b~ + (S)abc6a1Dbm6cn + ()abc 6ai5bjDck]+

e~~aca~mc + (se)b~1Dmc (te)b~1b~n
[(ry)abcDai 6 bjb.ck + Y)abc 6aiDbj 6ck + yt)abcbaibbjDckI

[(ry)abcDa1&. m 5cn + (sye)abc6a1Dbu6cn + (tye)abcba16buaDcn]]+

[ (rz)abcDai&bjb4k + (5)abcbaiDbj 6 ck + kCt z)abcbaibbjDckje

[(rz) ca btcn + (S)abcbalDbmbcn + (tez)abcbaI~bbDckney

[1(rx)abcDaijbick + (5)abcbaiDbjbck + (t)abcbaibbjDck~e, +

- ~pe. (5.2.9)
pal
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Excluding the surface integral, this represents the governing functional in terms

of the local co-ordinates.

5.3 Surface Integral

The surface integral,

6 6 SIpe = pe(n.V e)dA P, (5.3.1)
p=l p=l, -1, -1

contains contributions from each of the six sides of each element. We must

express it in terms of the unknown expansion coefficients in the local (r,s,t) co-

ordinate system. Rearranging (5.3.1) by combining the surface unit normal

vector, n, with the differential area, dA, gives

6 6..E Ipe= pfelf re.dAP. (5.3.2)
p=l p lfl -l1-

Introducing these expressions for each of the six faces on the local element gives

6
E Ip= (5.3.3)

p=lfif. 1 pee.(x 3e + y + z3e, )ds

+f I fI pee.(x2 ex + y~ey + z2e,)drdt
1 -l 1-

+f if i pee. (xse. + y3ey + ZAeý)drdsS-1- -1

-f if i peVe. (x2ex + y2ey + z2e,)drdt

-fif-i Pe•Te. (xie. + yley + zl•e)dsdt

+f 'if peýe. (xlex + yley + zlez)dsdt,

where we expressed the area vectors shown in (5.3.2) in terms of their

component parts with the assistance of §A.7 in appendix A. Introducing the

expansion polynomials into these surface integrals gives

aE Ipe (5.3.4)
p=l

-f i'fI Peabl'b1(x3eX + y 3ey + z3ez)abl~a(r)itb(s)drds
1I -lab

+f't ac 2 c a2 c(xex + Y2 ey + z2ez)a 2c&a(r)Oc(t)drdt
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+ff a P~b2V~eb2(Xsex + Yaey + z3ez)ab20ta(r)Oib(s)drds

1e ac cV1bc. (x~ez + yiey + z~e.)abct'b(S)i4(t)drdt

bc bVbc*(Xle + Yiey + Z fez) 2bc'i(S) c(t)dsdt.

Evaluating the integrals using waý=f '10(r)dr gives

E e (5.3.5)
p*1

-b E blV~abl.(X3ex + Yey +Z3ez)ablwaWb

+c a2 p 2 2c. (X2ex + Y2ey + 32ez)a2cwawc

+b E b2Vab2' (Xx~e + Y3ey + z3ez)ab2WaWb

a- a PcVelC-(X2ex.+ Y2ey + Z~iez)aIcWaWC

bc 'r bcVIbc* (x1ex + yiey + zlez)lbcWbWc

+ S P~bcVlbc. (X~ez + yiey + ZIez)2bCWbWC.
bc

Finally, performing the inner product using Va=gcx+~cyWbcP-z gives

6

p=I

ab Pab (Ub1X3 + VebIY3 + W~b1Z3)abiWawb

+c EP 2c( - 2cX2 + V 20Y2 + WZa2cZ 2)a2cWaWc

+b abP~tJaWX3 + Vaeb2y3 + Wab2Z3)ab2Wawb

,Cac allcX2 + Va1cY2 + WaicZ2)alcwawc

bS Plbc(UfbcX1 + V~bcYl + Wlbc~l)lbcWbWc

+ E P~bc(fJ~bcXI + VlbeYl + WSbcZI)2bcwbwc.
be
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5.4 Variation of the Functional

All of the pieces corresponding to the terms in the governing functional

exist in terms of the local co,-ordinates and expansion functions and coefficients.

Substituting (5.3.6) into (5.2.9) and performing the remaining inner product

gives

jEP]e - 4 E E E Plift PTmnAtWaWbWc I det[Je] I abcabc ijk InnI [()abcDai6 bj6ck + (s1)a~bc~aiDbj 6ck + (tX')abc~ai 6bjDckj

[(r~e)abcDa16bm6en + (sxe)abc 6aIDb,6 cn + (t)abcba1~5bmDcnj +

((rye)abcDajbi6, 6 k + (Sy)abcb5aiDbjb'ck + (tye)aibc~a&jjDck)

[(re )abcDa16Ib.6cn + (Sy)abcbaiDbm6cn + (te)abC6aIbbuDcn] +

[(rze)abcDaibbj 8ck + (sez)abc 6aiDbj~ck + (te)a1,c 6ai 6bjDckI

[(rz)abcDaj5bzbcn + (sez)abc6a1Dbm' 5cn + (tz)abc6a16tbuDc~j1

+ E E P~j-kwawbWc:det[Je]Iabc (5.4.1)
abc ijk

[ [(r~e)abcD.Aibbck + (S~e)abcbaiDbj 6ck + (te)Sbc6aibbjDck)zUebc

[(re )abcDaibj 6ck + (Se)abcbaiDbj 4 k+(te)bcaib Vc1ec

[(rZ)abcDaibtj6ck + (s)abc~aiDbjbck + (t)acaiick*bc]

ab ablIb3+VbY3 + Weab123)ablwawb

+c a a~c(CX2 + V'a2cY2 + Wa2cZ2)a2cwawc

+b S P (Ueab2+ Vab2YJ3 + Weab2Z3)ab2Wawb

ac a Ptlc~ix 2 + Va1I)T2 + Wa1cZ2)a1cWaWc

FS P~b(UYcX1 + VibcYl + Wlbcz1)lbcwbWc
bec

+ I P~c(U~bcX1 + VhbcY1 + WSbcZl)2bcwbwc.
bc

The extremum of J[P], or the variation 8J[PI/OP, equals
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8.J[pje8pz~-E E PejkAtWawbWcjdettJe1Iabc
[E~~)ac~a6~~ckabc ijk

([(rxe)abcDauilbjbck + (4X)abcbauDbj~ck + (t')abcbaibbjDck]

1(r )b~1b 6cn + (sI)abcbajDbwbcn + (tx)abc~a1bbDcn1 +

[(re)abcDaibbjbck + (s')abc6auDbjbck + (t')abc6aibbjDck]

[(rye)abcDa16bba c + (S')abic6&Dbu 6cza + (t')&bc~a1bumDcnj +

+ E WaWbwcjdet(JeIjabc (5.4.2)

abc

t[(rx)abcDauibbjck +(S'X)abc~aiDbjbck + (t)abc6ai 6b~jDck]=abc +

[(ry)abcDaibbj bck + (Sy')abcbaiDb, 6bck + (tY')abcbaibbjDck] V~aebc +

[(rl)abcDau61bjbck + (sz)abcbaiDbj 6ck + (t')abcbaitbbjDck] )Wabc)

+ E tebX + VýabLY3 + Waeb2z3)abiWawb
ab

+ E (aIJI1cX2 + ValcY2 + Wi~cZ2)alcWaWC
ac

-b E ab2X3 + VaebcY3 + W'ab2Zl)abcwwbc

+ E (U~bXI + Vlbcyl + *1lbcZl)lbcWbWc.
bc

The middle term in (5.4.2) may appear more conveniently as

2 Wawbwc IdetlJeII abc (5.4.3)
abc

[[(rx)abcT~atu~6ck + (sxe)abc~aiDbj~ck, + (te)&bcbaiijkDck] ib

[(rye)abcDaiebbj 6 ck + (SY')abc 6aiDbj 6 ck + (t;)abcbaibbjDcklVIebc +

[(tz)abcDaibbj 6 ck + (S'Z)abc6auDbj 6ck + (tz)abcbaibbj lkWabc]
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= Vlbcijk.-V'cwawbWc det[Je] bc
abc

where the divergence operatort equals

V'bcijk B (5.4.4)

[(re)abcDai&oj6ck + (Se)abc6 aiDbj~ck + (te)abc6 ai6bjDck]ex +

[(ry)abcDaiboj 6ck + (Sy)abc6 aiDbj6 ck + (te)abc6ai6bjDck]ey +

[(r•)abcDaibj6ckj + (se)abc6aiDbj6 ck + (te)abc~aibbjDckjez.

Introducing the quantity 11.0bc, defined by

llTanabc = -1 det[Je] I abcWaWbWcblabmbnc, (5A.5)

into (5.4.3) gives (5.4.6)

SVeabcijk°VgabcWaWbWcl det[Je] I abc= - E SbVTunijk" lTmnabcVarbc,
abc inn abc

for the middle term in (5.4.2). The free set of indices in this expression equal

ijk, while those in the first term in (5.4.2) equal Imn. Rearranging the indices

gives an equivalent form for the right-hand side of (5.4.6), written as

E E Vojkln l1ojkabcVabc. (5.4.7)
ijk abc

The extremum of J[P] occurs when the expression in (5.4.2) equals zero.

Substituting (5.4.7) for the middle term and, setting 6J[P]/bP=O gives

SA~mnijklPojkAt = - 2 Vjklan ijkabcVebc + e,ijk ij k abc
where the surface integral appears as (5.4.8)

§e (5.4.9)

-- U (Ubiix3 + VebLY3 + Web1Z3)ab1WaWbab

+ E (Ua2cx2 + Va2cY2 + W.2cZ2)a2cwawc
ac

tThe term Vabcijk-Vabc, obtained from the expression V-V does not equal the
divergence of velocity. We write the divergence of velocity V .V as VabcijkVijk.
Hence, the order of indices is important.
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+ -a (Ueb2X3 + Veb2Y3 + Wab2Z3)ab2WaWb
ab

_ y• (uelcx2 + Ve1 cy 2 + WaZcZ2)alcwaWc
ac

+-E (UbcXl + VXbcYl + WlbcZl)IbcWbWc
bc

+b E (UlbeXl + V~bcYI + WlbcZl)2bcWbWc,

and the quantity Alnijk as

M.,ijk= E WaWbWc det[Je]Iabc (5.4.10)
abc I

[(re)abcDailbj~ck +- (S)abc~iDbj~ck +" (te)abc6 ai~ojDck]

[(r•)abcDai 6bm6cn + (sxe)abc 6a1Dbu6cn + (txe)abc6a161iuDcn] +
[(rX')abcDai 6bj 6ck + (S'X)abcbaiDbj 6ck + Xt)tca~~ Dckl

[(rx-)abcDaI 6bm6 cn + (S)abc6a1Dbb6cn + (tX,)abc6al•buDcnl +e•bc e . (eacabjck]

[(r)abcDai bj 6 ck + (5Y)abc 6aiDbj~ck + (t)abc6ai~bjD

((rye)abcDalt~b6cn + (Se)abc~aIDbm6cn + (te)abc6a16bmDcij].

5.5 Solution for Pressure

Equation (5.4.8) applies to a single element. Adding the contributions

from all elements gives (5.5.1)

E E ~

E E AT.nijkPejkAt = E•E S Vejklmn llejkabcVebc + E Se.
ell ijk ezi ijk abc e=1

In this expression, the pressure coefficients, Pfek, remain unknown; the velocity

coefficients, 'Iebc, known from the non-linear step; and the surface integral

unknown, since it contains unknown velocity coefficients Vebc. By summing

over all elements, and taking advantage of the continuity of the velocity on the

faces shared between elements, we greatly simplify the expression for the surface

integral. Since the surface integrals contain velocities and not derivatives of

velocity, and, since the velocity remains continuo'ls throughout the domain, the
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terms cancel on faces shared between two elements. Thus the summation over all

elements yields a contribution from only those elements on the boundary of the

domain. Unfortunatele, the s,,rface integral contains unknowns which represent

the velocity after the pressure step. Hence, (5.5.1) contains two unknowns:

pressure Pejk and velocity Vejk. Along surfaces where we specify essential

boundary conditions on velocity, the surface integral depends on known

quantities; along surfaces where we specify natural boundary conditions, the

velocity, Vejk, remains unknown. We may circumvent this problem by

approximating the surface integral of n-V along natural boundaries by n.V,

since we know V from the non-linear step. However, since V does not satisfy

boundary conditions, a significant error may accrue from these integrals;

furthermore, these integrals over the boundaries where both natural and essential

conditions occur may require extensive computational time. Therefore, we use an

entirely different technique for the surface integral expression.

E
Since E Se represents the net flux of velocity leaving the domain,

e=1
ff18,(n.V)dA, we choose to compute the integral of n-V over the inlet and

exit boundaries and apply the difference of these terms to the exit velocity in the

form of a correction. Hence, no longer do we satisfy (5.5.1) exactly at each of

the nodal points. Instead, (5.5.1) holds only in a "global" sense. We

approximate the surface integral by

E

e:1

- inn nýfdoT + fan4 ;o , (5.5.2)

where Vout equals the average outflow velocity correction and Aout equals the

outflow area. The velocity correction applies to the velocity after the non-linear
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step according to

(Vrjk)corrected = ýVjk - V'out, (5.5.3)

where ncd. iuk and element e correspond to those nodes loc'ted along the exit

portion of the domain, 4 eljk represents the known velocity after the non-linear

step, and Vout the average velocity from (5.5.2). We use this corrected

velocity in (5.5.1) in place of the original uncorrected velocity, and we drop the

surface integral. The final form equals (5.5.4)

E E
E AlmnijkPljkht = Z £ Ve~kl.n fjkabc(4 abc)corrected.

e fi ijk e -1 ijk abc

Thus, we achieve the standard, linear form, Ax=B, for the unknown pressure

coefficients. After computing the pressure, the velocity after the pressure step

results from

Vejk --- V 2jk -V jkPCkbt, (5.5.5)

equivalent to the discritized form of (3.2.2) applied at node iuk of element e.

Incidentally, a proviso must accompany quantities obtained from

expressions with derivatives, such as (5.5.5). Since only the variables appearing

in the essential boundary conditions remain continuous across elements, and not

their derivatives, the gradient of pressure contains different values at the

intersection between two elements-one value from each of the two elements.

Since only one value may exist at any point in the global numbering scheme,

before equations such as (5.5.5) get solved, we must combine the two values for

VP at node ijk by taking the average value from the two elements. This seems

innocuous enough; unfortunately, we break the zero divergence rule on Veijk in

the process. This may induce important errors in certain problems.
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CHAPTER VI

VISCOUS STEP

6.1 Variational Approach

The governing differential relation for the viscous step equals Helmholtz's

equation, given by

VY- A = F, infl. (6.1.1)

We employ techniques from calculus of variations to generate a matrix expression

for the unknown expansion coeficients 4ijk. The goal remains finding a

functional yielding Helmholtz's equation after application of the Euler-Lagrange

formula. Assume for the moment, that the functional whose Euler-Lagrange

equation corresponds to (6.1.1) with homogeneous boundary conditions given by

S+ = O, on (6.1.3)

equals

J[C] = J i (- •gradf:gradf - JX+4-- 4-F]dV. (6.1.2)

This functional applies to domains with rigid boundaries. In fluid dynamics,

both homogeneous and non-homogeneous boundary conditions arise. In general,

the two possible types of non-homogeneous boundary conditions equal Dirichlet

(essential) when 0=-0, given by

4= a, (6.1.4)

and Neumann (natural) when a=0, given by

(n-V)4 = g. (6.1.5)

We may incorporate these non-homogeneous boundary conditions in the standard

functional by adding a boundary integral.

Since 4 must remain fixed along surfaces containing non-homogeneous

Dirichlet boundary conditions according to (6.1.4), the variation in 4, written
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as *=*+co, must equal *. In other words, we impose

*(fl) = 0 (6.1.6)

on surfaces with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We impose no restrictions on io,

along boundaries with natural conditions. Instead, the natural or free boundary,

where # may vary, requires the standard constraint, n-OF/a(grad#)=0, where

F equals the integrand of the functional. The result, after applying this

condition to the functional given in (6.i.2), equals n-gradý=O, which does not

satisfy the non-homogeneous natural boundary conditions. We overcome this

problem by adding a surface integral to the functional giving

J[CJ = Jk [- ½grad#:grad* - ½A4.#- #.F]dV +

fJrn d (6.1.7)

where amn represents the surface containing natural boundary conditions. The

variation of the surface integral contributes a term, which when combined with

n-OF/8(gradf), yields the proper non-homogeneous natural boundary conditions.

Until now, we accepted the claim that the functional shown in (6.1.7) yields

Helmholtz's equation with appropriate boundary conditions without proof. We

must show that the extremum of this functional does indeed yield Helmholtz's

equation and boundary conditions for the viscous step.

We begin by considering a functional represented as

JI.] = J' F(x, *, gradf)dV. (6.1.8)

The variation in this functional equals the difference between the functional

evaluated at +* and *. Thus, bJ=J[**]-J[f] may appear as

6j = jr [F(x, $ + c*, grad# + cgrado)

- F(x, *, gradip)]dV. (6.1.9)

Expanding the integrand in a Taylor series gives
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r ~8F 8F cga*d,(6.1.10)J0 Q[fe+ Vgrd,~adv
which, after application of the chain rule, yields (6.1.11)

ra _O~(O *~.dV + EjO V -(Yg-' .%i )dY.

Applying this expression to the functional in (6.1.7) results in

J = eJ -[V-grad- •- -F]-#dV + cJ V-[- grad4- jdV

+ ffan g.*lo. (6.1.12)

The divergence theorem allows us to express the second integral on the right as

,JE V.[- grad$.- dV = - (fa n.(grad*.- )da. (6.1.13)

The integrand on the right-hand side equals zero along the boundary where

essential conditions apply, since 0-=0 in those regions; the only contribution

comes from boundaries containing natural boundary conditions. Using the

natural boundary conditions given in (6.1.5) gives

cJr V-[- grad4-. jdV = - efafn g.- 0l (6.1.14)

which exactly cancels the last term in (6.1.12). Thus, the variation in J equals

Q = eJg [V-grad4- A4-FI. V. (6.1.15)

At an extremum, we require 6J=0 for all admissible # in particular, we

require 6J=0 for all admissible # which vanish on the surface containing

essential boundary conditions. Because of the arbitrariness of 0 inside fl,

6J=0 implies

V24- A2-- F = 0, in Q. (6.1.16)

This equals Helmholtz's equation, confirming our supposition.

As indicated previously, the variational form incorporates the natural

boundary conditions in the functional, while the essential boundary conditions do

not appear. The functional expression makes no reference to a particular domain;

hence, it applies to both a single element or the entire domain. In the following
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sections we express this functional in terms of the local co-ordinates on a single

element. Each element contributes both a volume integral and a corresponding

surface integral. A functional applicable to the entire domain results from

summing over all elements.

6.2 Representation in Local Co-Ordinates

The governing functional written in global, or physical space, equals

J[*] = J [- jgradftrao - - #- F]dV

+ f .n4'gdc-. (6.2.1)

We must transform the functional expression from the global (x,y,z) co-ordinate

system to a local (r,s,t) system, where elements appear as cubes whose local co-

ordinates range between *1. The functional representation for a single element in

local co-ordinates equals

j[i]e =f 1f .if '[- jgradf:gradf - JA2.- -#-F]e Idet[Je] I drdsdt

6+ If 'fe-edAP" ý6.2-2)

(Consult §A.3 for details of the differential volume conversion between global

and local co-ordinates.) The surface integral expresses a summation over the six

element faces. Remember, this term applies only along surfaces characterized by

natural boundary conditions. Notice that the local co-ordinate system occupies a

position within an element such that only two co-ordinates vary along a given

face, while the third co-ordinate remains fixed at *1. The gradient operator in

the global system equals

gradre = + ee + e (6.2.3)

In the local co-ordinate system, [r(x,y,z), s(x,y,z), t(x,y,z)], this operator equals

grad = [re + e + t6.
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+ e~r + *ae+ 86ete +Ee e + ee + Pet'e

where the partial derivatives of the local co-ordinates with respect to the global

ones appear according to (A.2.7) as

e ~jYS e; r- (Xtzs xszt e r Xy xve
(6.2.5)

X ( -d e T tp e i) ; s Y 1, ( X T et l j ej ) e Ie ( 3 )ef ( 6 .2 .6 )

(Ys- zr e. te (XsZr- XrZs e e-
(6.2.7)

The Jacobian of the transformation equals

[e Xr Xs Xtl e(628je= Yr Ys YtI (6.2.8)

Zr Zs ZtJ

according to §A.2. Subscripts indicate differentiation with respect to local co-

ordinates; superscripts define the particular element under study.

6.3 Approximating Functions in Spectral Space

The discrete expansion of a function u(r,s,t) in terms of a finite sequence

of orthogonal functions of n-th degree approximately equals

I m n
u(r,s,t)e % E E E kijkji(r)Oj(s)jh(t), (6.3.1)

iz0 j=0 kxO

where the scalars iejk equal the discrete expansion coefficients of u(r,s,t)

relative to the basis {f0,.. .,j}. Notice that this expression is not of n-th degree

unless l=m=n. As indicated in §1.5, differentiation may take place in either

spectral space or physical space. Normally, we use differentiation in physical

space. The derivative with respect to the local co-ordinate r in the local space

equals
,, ! m n

ur(r,S,t)e i j=0 k=0ijkOi(r)i j(s)j(t). (6.3.2)
i=0 j05
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We do not compute derivatives in this manner since this would entail computing

analytical expressions for the derivatives of the basis functions; instead, we

compute derivatives only at the nodal points (ra,Sb,tc). This gives

Ur~ra,Sbt,c)e

1 . n
r E E ili~kdi(ra)jOj()Sb)•hk(tc)" (6.3.3)

i=0J k=0

Since the basis functions satisfy both •i(ra)= 6 ai and Dai=p i(ra), this

expression reduces to
1 nn

ur(ra,Sb,tc)eS j k0UjkDaibbjbck, (6.3.4)i=0 j--0 --0

which may be written more compactly as

(ur)ebc Z E Ujk Dai~bj~ck. (6.3.5)
ijk

Similarly, derivatives with respect to the s and t directions equal

(us)ebc -• iik Ij jkbaiDbj ck (6.3.6)
ijk

and
(Ut)ebc z E VIA¶ 6ai 6bjDck, (6.3.7)

ijk

respectively. The function u(r,s,t) approximated at the node, (ra,Sb,tc) equals

u(ra,Sb,tc)e M
]m n

Y ); k•f1'jk ki(r.)Oj (Sb) 1ht(tc) (6.3.8)
i= P0j k=0

or, in compact form,

Uebc Z E.k Uejk 6aitbj 6 ck" (6.3.9)

With these expressions for functions and their derivatives, all the ingredients

necessary to represent the functional in variational form exist. Incidentally, the

first-order variational form, as opposed to the second-order differential form, does

not require a second order derivative, clearly an advantage given the complexity

of the first-order derivatives.

6.4 Approximation of Products of Functions
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Since the variational form of our functional contains products of functions,

some of which are known (e.g., the Jacobian or the body force), while others,

such as velocity, remain unknown, we need a system to express products of

functions. The two most common methods of expressing the product of functions

u and v equal the product of the series,

u v z (Inu)(Iv), (6.4.1)

or the series of the product,

U-v - In(u.v). (6.4.2)

The first form yields a polynomial with n2 terms since it involves term-by-term

multiplication of two series; the second method involves a polynomial with n

terms since the product u and v occurs before the expansion in terms of the

nodal coefficients. We use the second method. Using the compact notation, the

product of u and v equals

ue.ve z t (6.4.3)
ij k

A natural extension of this expression allows a representation of products of three

or more terms.

6.5 Surface Integrals

The term representing the surface integral in (6.2.2) equals
66

Ie = ; lpe = E if #e.gedAP. (6.5.1)

Using the inhomogeneous boundary condition, g=(n-V)+, gives

Ie= E f e(ne-V)VedAP, (6.5.2)
p--,If -1 -1

which after rearranging gives

lef= $ f I e(nedAP.V)e. (6.5.3)

The projection of the differential surface area in the direction of the outward unit
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normal on each of the six faces equals

e[x ey e
nedAl = - Xr Yr drds, (6.5.4)

X5 Ys ZsJ
at t=-l;

ex eyIe
nedA2 = Xr Yr drdt, (6.5.5)

xYt Zt

at s=-l;

x ey e e
nedA4 = v Yr z drds, (6.5.6)

['Xs Ys Zs

at t=1;

[ ex ey]ez e
nedA - Xr Yr Z8 drdt, (6.5.7)

Xt Yt ztj
at s=1;

- ex ey~z
nedA5 x Y ;s Y dsdt, (6.5.8)

Xt Yt Ztj
at r=-l; and

ned6 = Xs Ys 5dsdt,(.59

xt Yt z

at r=1. (See §A.7 for details.) Taking the inner product of the projection of

the differential area in the direction of -he outward normal with the gradient

operator for each of the six faces gives

nedAI-Ve = - (txe + t + t%)det[Jeldrds, (6.5.10)

on face 1;
ed 2 _Ve = - (sa s ea65.1

nedA2-V' = -(se + sya + seOz)det[Jeldrdt, (6.5.11)

on face 2;

nedAa-Ve W (te + t + telz)det[Je]drds, (6.5.12)

on face 3;

nedA4 .Ve x + s + Sezz)dettJe]drdt, (6.5.13)
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on face 4;

nedA-e= - -(re + re + ra)det[Jeldsdt, (6.5.14)

on face 5; and

nedAO.Ve = (rd + r8 + rA)det[J]&dsdt, (6.5.15)

on face 6, where the derivation of such quantities as t=DOt/&x appear in §A.2.

Substituting these expressions into (6.5.3) gives for each of the six faces:

Ile = -f'f_ €e(t + + tr + tgaf')det[je]drds,

on face 1; (6.5.16)

12e =- .f ifi I e(se e + +e pe~)det[Je]&idt,

on face 2; (6.5.17)

"-= f if Ie(to% + t0e + te. 8 )det[Jidrds,
on face 3; (6.5.18)

Sf4e= f.if I e e(sC + s + se;ze)det[Je]drdt(

on face 4; (6.5.19)

I- = -f ifi Ie(rxe + r4 e + rez~ze)det[Jejdsdt,

on face 5; and (6.5.20)

L.ee= f.if. I (r• + r,0 + re )det[Je]dsdt,

on face 6. (6.5.21)

Substituting the expression for the derivatives z , and from (6.2.4)

into the surface integral for face 1, gives

Ile = -f if i-te(re "e + e pe p+ t + t p(r' •e + e++,t, e r+ <e+ .,+ 22
P+ s )z y YP

+te(rt w + e 4 + te 84eI edet[JeIdrds. (6.5.22)

We must introduce the expansion polynomials and coefficients into these integral
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expressions. The result for face 1 equals (6.5.23)

+ t(rz z +7 z + tg )ab~det[J1ab~eab1l()a(rWob(s)drds$

assuming the quantity within square brackets refers to the nodal points at

ra,Sb,t I. Similar expressions apply for faces 2 through 6. Substituting

expressions for the partial derivatives of f from (6.3.5), (6.3.6), and (6.3.7)

gives (6.5.24)

;ie---J.[t'.rDaibj. + Se6,aDbjblk + tebajt1jD1k)-1 1 ab ijk
ije e

ty(reDai~bj 6lk + Se 6 iDbj61k + tebaibbjDik) + tz(rzDaihbj 6 1k +

se aiDbj 61k + te ai•bjD lk)]ab 14eijk+eb idet [Je]ablba(r) ob(s)drds.

The only variables remaining within the integrand equal 1P(r), v(s), and t(t);

therefore, integration reduces to I !.'0(r)dr=wj. Substituting these expressions

into (6.5.24) gives (6.5.25)

ie :z--ab k S E[te(rDaibjik + sxe6aiDbjbtk + txebai6 bjD k) +

ty(rYDai6bj6 ik + S• 6aiDbj 6 1k + tYai~bjDlk) + tz(reDai6bj61k +

sezaiDbj 6 ik + tze6 aitbiD k)Iab i4'ijk+Zbldet[Je]ab lWaWb.

The superscript tilde identifies unknown discrete expansion coefficients. The

other terms do not contain the tilde (e.g., txe, re and det[Je]) since they

represent known continuous functions which do not require expression in terms of

approximate expansion coefficients-these coefficients depend on evaluation of

functions at the nodes. For completeness, the surface integrals for faces 2

through 6 equal

12e (6.5.26)

- S c [se(rzDajb,2 k + sebajD2jbck + te6ai6 2jDck) +

sy(r•,Da k + ~s6aD2j•6 ,k + tebai62jDck) + sl(rDajý2ck +
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S'z&aiD2j 6ck + t'z6ai62jDCk)Iab1'ljk4a12cdet1Jla2CWaWC;

13e (6.5.27)
~ It~r~Daibj52k+ SgaiDb,62k + te6ajbbjD2k)+

ab ij k

ty(ry'Dai~bbj2k + Sye6aiDbjb2k + tebaibbjD2k) + te,(reDai6ibj62k +

Sz6aiDbj 62k + tbaib6 jD2k)Iab ijkhieb2det[Jelab2Wawb;

Pe8 2 (6.5.28)

E [sxe(rxeDai 61jjck + s~baiDijbck + te6ai4,jDck) +
ac ijk x

sy(ryDai6j6ck + 46bajiljbck + te6 ai8ijDck) + ~rezDai81jbck +

S6aiD lj 6ck + t' 5ai61jDck)]ab lilik4llcdet[JI~alcwawc;

Ile (6.5.29)

E 1 E 1rx(r'xD16bbjck + s'Xb1uDbj~ck + txebjubbjD&k) +
bc ijk

rYrDl16b1 6ck + s'b1uDbibck + t~61jilbjDcik) + r'z(reD1l 6bbbck +

se6lub c + tebl61bjDck)1 lbc~ljk+¶bCdet [38]lbcwbwc; and

16e (6.5.30)
1 r(reD2b 6c+ Seb2iDbjbck + te 62ibbjDck) +

bc ijkxx

ry(ryD2ibbj 6ck + s'b2iDbjbck + t' 62X6bjDck) + rlz(r'zDz16t,6ck +

se62iDb1 
6ck + teb2i6bjDckIb¶kbdt~]2Cbc

6.6 Application to Vaxiational Formn

The governing functional approximated in discrete form equals

jf~ f if if I y, [_ iVe b4,ec:VebZb
1 -1 -abc a b b

-24ea*bc*4abc - Oebc FabcJ'~ta(r)j~(S)4)c(t) 1 det[JeJ I abcdrdsdt

P=1

The first term within the integral on the right-hand side appears as

ab ab =b (6.6.2)

[[(Pr)abc(rx)a~bc + ()abc(Sx)aebc + (-7)abc(tx)abc~ex,
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[(#;abc(ry)aic + (-?)abc(gy)abc + (#5 abc(ty)&'bcjey

1(?r)abc(rz)abc + (7,)abc(5z)eabc + (t) abc(tz)b clez]I

([(""% (r.)eabe + (mabc(s.)aebc +()b~ ~~ce

[(-r)abc~ry)i,1c + 67)bc564 I~ +e (#)abc ty)bc]C

[(rr)abc(rz)aebc + ( a)bc(5z)bc + (~bc(tz) bcý]e.].

Performing the inner product and introducing the discrete expansions for the

partial derivatives gives

Vab4b V~b b 4 ,'jk+..i (6.6.3)

([(rx)eacDaibbi~ck + (Sz)abcbaiDbj~ck + (tx)c6ai61,jDckI

[(rx)aebcDaI 6bu6cn + (sx)'abc6a1Dbim 6cxi + (tx)caiju 1+

[(ry)lbcDaihjbjck + (sy)aebc~aiDbj 6ck + (ty)aixbcaijijDcki

[(ry)'abcDaI6b%6cn + (sy)eabc6a1Dbu6cu + (tybtc~aibimDcnj1 +

E(rz)11bcDai 6bj6ck + (Sz)abc 6aiDbjbck + (tz)c 6aibbjDck1

1(rz)eabcDal~bb.cn + (sz~abcba1Dbmbcn + (tz)e~bc6aI6biDcn]}.

Substituting this relation into (6.6.1) gives

-1 -1~f abc~a)()( Ij ab[ m j4?

{ [(rx)abcDaibbj 6ck + (sx)'abc6;aiDb~j6cic + (tx)eabcbafibijDck]

i(rx)e1bcDa1bbmb6n + (Sx)1ebc 6alDbubcn + (tabc a CbDcn

[(ry)etbcDaibbj 6ck + (SY)ebC6ajDb2 
6ck + (ty)e bcbaib&WDckI

[(yabc~1l& + S) 6a1Dbmbcn + (ty)aebc 6aIt~mDcnI +

Eaz)bcDaibibjb4k + (sz)abc~aiDbj 4k + (tz)1ebc 6aibbjDckl

a(b)cDailbb.cn + (Sz)c6a1Dbubcn + (t)bc6a16bbDcnI}
p~e 4e R6

- a ~bc ab -g. FabJ drdsdt + E IPe. (6.6.4)

Again, the only variables within the integrand equal tp{r), 'ý.s), and V(t).
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Using (1.5.16) for f'~i~i(x)dx gives

Eab Ej iE 4ij k-41an I det [Je I abcWaWbwc

( [(r.)e c.ajbbj~ck + (sx)`bc6aiDbje~ck + (tx).i b6jbbjDck]

[(rx)aecDa16b6cn + (S)ca Dbcn+(),ca.D 1+

[(ry)ibcDaibbjb6 & + (sy)Z bcaiDbjbck + (ty)eabC6 ajbbjDck]

[(ry)eibcDaI~bmbcn + (s)bc6aiDbn 6cr1 + (ty)eac6a16bbDcn] +

[(r2)a'bcDaj 6tck + (szbr6aiDbj~ck + (tz)abcbai~bbDck]

Irz)abcDal 6 ,c + S)bc6a1Dbubcn + (t)bc6a16buDcn1]
- A2 E 4?mn-4?uinjdet[Je9 awww

mnn

- nFla I det[je] I lanWiWnWn + E 1p. (6.6.5)

The equation which minimizes the functional J[4] occurs when 8J/&4I.. = 0,

and equals

8je -- E E 4jkjdet[JeIIjabcWawbwc (6.6.6)
'41mn abc ij k

1 [(rx)abcDai~tj 6ck + (54%eacbaiDbibck + (t)bc6ai6lbjDc1k

a(x)bcDai6babcn + (Sx)ZbctAlDbm~n + (tx)aebcbaI~bbDcn] +

[(ry)eabcDaibbj 6ck + (sy)eabcbaiDbj~ck + (ty)eabcbai~jDck]

[(ry)a~bcDaibbm6cn + (sy)aebcbajDbmcn + (ty)cbajbbw~Dcn] +

1(zfbcDaibbj ~ck + (SbicbaiDbj 4 k + (tz)Z't 6aijlbjDckI

1(z)bcDa15ib,6c + (5abcbaiDbnbcn + (tz)aebc6a16bbDcnI]

A A24?V I detlije]I Imnwlwmwn - IF1.n I detJIje I lmnWiWmWn +

The last two terms cancel4t Setting 6J/4l1 n=O gives a more compact form of

tThe integrand of the second-last term equals n.-F/Bgradý which also equals
-n-grad# for the functional defined in (6.2.2). The integration of this term
takes place over both the essential and natural boundaries. The variation of the
surface integral with respect to * equals g integrated over the boundary where
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(6.6.6):

E 1~Aonijk - A2Il~anijkl4lijk = F, Illmnijkrijk, (6.6.7)
ijk ijk

where 11 and A appear as

II~.nijk B -1 detiJe] I jjkWijW0H~n&j6 j 6 k (6.6.8)

and Ajnj= E~ Idet[Je]IabcW&wbwc[ (6.6.9)

[(rx)aIbcDai61,b5k + (sx)IbbCaiDbj6ck + (t~ecaj~~k

[(rx)abcDa16m6 + a)bca1Dbubca + (txr)&Icbaijtb.Dcn] +

[(ry)a'bcDai6ljj6ck + (Sy)e bcaiDbj6ck + (ty)e bcai8bjjDck]

[(yfbcDa16bm6cn + (sy)eabc6aIDbm8 cn + (t)bc 6aj6ijmDcx,] +

I(rz)'abcDa¶5bJ 6ck + (sz)e c6aiDbj~ck + (tz)ebC6a, 6bjDck1

L(rz)'abcDa161,,6cn + (Sz)eabc 6a1Dbm6cn + (tz)aebc6aI6biaDcn]3.-

Performing the multiplication associated with (6.6.9) gives

Amik= E detIje] I atwaWbWc[ -(6.6.10)
abc

e es + ryese + rgse)abcDabjckabuc+

(sxrx4 Yr + S ~abcAi j~ckDa16 ljubcn +
(Se + r~s + sr Se)abc~ai~bj6ckbajDbm6cri +

(ste + r~te + Ste)abc~ai6bjbckbajbbuDcn +

(Sere + tyre + t r)abcbai~bj~ckDa1&bmt~cn +

(t~~ t te t~~atbcbai~bjbckba1Dbm~cn +

(te e + tete + texr yr r)abc~aibbjDck~a16b.Dcn +.

natural conditions exist. Since g equals n-grad#, these terms cancel along the
boundary where the natural conditions apply; the variation of + along the
boundaries where essential boundary conditions apply equals zero. Whence,
these terms contribute nothing to the variation of J
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This expression simplifies after contracting on the free indices associated with the

Kronecker delta; this requires several steps. First, multiply (6.6.10) by 4ijk

and contract on the indices a, b, and c giving

2 Almnift 41ft (6.6.11)
ij k

E E~~r e ~ + 4rr.)aanDajbi &j~kDal I det[JeJ I amBWaWmWnD+zjk
ijk a rre+ry

+ ; S(rise + r~sy+ r~s)lbnD11 61,j6nkDb i det[JI IlbnWlWbW,1i'ijk
ijk b

+ E(rxetz + ryete + rzetI)jmcDii8.j bckDcn I det[Je] I IncW]WnWC+Jjk

+j a S(sexre + sy~r" + s~re)amnbaiDmjbnkDa1l det[JeI I anwawmwn4"jk

+ E S4tsxsx + s~se + sgse)1bn6a1lDbInkDa1 I det[jeI e.

ijk b

+ ES E(st~ee + steyt + st~),c1DJkcIdt[e .WWWj

+j S z~~+ ~~+ter)ajmjaib5jDnkDa1 I det[je] I ImnWawWuac 4ejk-

andk ivesa

ijkjb

+ S Sxtrt + tyety + t r)iinc~iuDcDr I det(ije I a ,cwaw ,wc4Ii k

an I gives rs +r~s

+b Y (rs 4+rs)1bnDiID~z I det[Je] I lbnWlWbWn+%nu

+S(ret.1 + ret; + rtZ)I.cDfiDc' I det(JI] I 1mcwjwzwmc4TM
ic

+ E (sere + sy + sre)amnD'jDi j det[J]I Iamnwawmwn4~j

+ S s~s~+ 44+ 5sQ)lbnD~jD~m I det[PJ I I bnW1wbwa4~jn
jb

+C X t St M(sxete + S e + seelcs-t I det(je] I lMCwlWWc4IjC

+ (tirl + t44 + t~re)amnDtkD1 r,(det [JeI I aunwawmwn4Imk

+kb~ts + 44 + IsbnDntkDginldet[Je]I 1bnw1wbwnibk

+ tete + 44 + teelct~ I det[Je I Im1cw1wwwcfemk-
kc yy zz cc
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The superscripts on D indicate the local direction associated with the

derivative. We must maintain this designation, since, in general, the number of

nodes in each of the three local directions differ. In other words, the quantities

DT, Ds, and Dt differ. A simplification occurs upon introduction of the

symmetric array of coefficients,

(Cu)wn -E (6.6.13)

(rxrx + rery + W),n I det[JI I nWaWaWn,

(C12)lbn E •6.14)

(rtse + r~s' + rzesz)bn det[Je] I 1bnWWbWn,

(c13)lc =-= (6.6.15)
ree e + ezttez)lmcldet[Je)1]Wl~ C

(rxt+�t � yty)-J-J l1cWlW.Wc,

(C20aln E (6-6.16)
ese e +s e+See

(Sxrx + syry + Szrz)amn Idet[Je] IanWaWmWn,

(C22)?bn -= (6.6.17)

e + s+ e)lbn I det[Je] lbnwlwbwn,

(Sxrx +} S•r} + "}- e Idt[~ IbanWaWbWn,
(C23))c- (6.6.18)

(Sete + ,tye + Szt )1mc I det[Je] i lmcWlWmWc,

(C31)aMn E (6.6.19)
(tx e + ty -e + tz e)mn I det[Je] I anWaW.Wn,

(C32)Tbn E- (6.6.20)

(te e. + t;,e + tz;t•,,Ie t[elb~~W,

and (C33)?mc E (6.6.21)
tete +tee + tzete 10c Idet[Je]I]Oww~C
txtx + tyty z) ~lmc

into (6.6.12), giving

E ATmnijk 4ejk - (6.6.22)
ijk
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E (Cii)anD'iD'ien + S (Cl2)1bnDfDiDt.'bn +

S(C 13)jwcD jDt * uc e + D n +

E (C 22)TbnDDjDL41jn + E (C 23)TcD-jDtcn4jc +

S (C13)enDntkDrl~ek + E (C23)TbnDtkD~z41bk +
ka kb

E (C s:)j.cDctkDct4Tmk.
kc

Reordering the terms in this relation yields

l A ni jk -- (6.6.23)
ijk

. (Cii)lmnDaiDal4imn + (C 12)amnaDr ej. +

E (Ci3)1.nDarlDn'kLk + ý (C12)%bnDmD1i*1bn +
ka i

Sb(C22)TbnDtjD~ mjjn + E (C 23)TbnDmDntk4bk +
jb kb

1; (C1,)?mc cn • mc + E (C23)+mc cnDj4jc + E (C 33)1zcDctkDn+hmk.

Further arrangements produce

E Almnijk 4-k= (6.6.24)
ijk

(Ce r. ehen + E sC31nDnkam) +
E(Dia) t [E ( an(Daiimn) + (C2 +
a Ik

E[b (C12)Tbn(Dhiebn) + • (C22)Tbn(Dtji4jn) + E (C23)Tbn(Dtk4Nbk)]Dm +
b ik

.[S (Cii)Tmc(Djij mc) + ) (C 23)j 3c(DS'-4jc) + E (C33)?uc(Dtk 1mk)]D n.

Introducing

Ba~n =.Dn~aejn, (6.6.25)

.1

Ban k: eak
and Se•DnkLajk, (6.6.27)

and substituting into (6.6.24) gives

tThe quantities within parentheses, for example Daifimn, can be written as Aam
after performing the matrix multiplication. In this form the product DalAamn
does not satisfy the rules of matrix multiplication. In matrix multiplication the
second index on Dal must equal the first index of Aa.n. This involves
reorienting the indices of Dal by using the transpose. Hence the product should

be written as (Dia)tAaun, where the superscript t refers to the transpose.
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iEk Alonijk 4 jk- (6.6.28)
1,)e Bre e se + C ,e

Dat(D (C )mn ann + (C 12)L.B an + (s)anBa.ln]+

bE[(CJ2)TbnB[in + (C 22)?bnB~gn + (C 23)TbnBfng]D~s+

E[(C 13)TcBc + (C 23 ))TncB!ec + (C33)TucB~nc]DCn.

This equation applys throughout a single element. Equation (6.6.7) summed

over all elements gives

E
2 E kAlmnijk - A21•?mnijk]4ejk =e=l ""k

E
E E flmnijkft jk. (6.6.29)

e=1 ijk
This matrix expression for the unknown expansion coefficients 4T.n appears in

the standard form, Ax=B. These coefficients represent the velocity at the

nodes. We use this expression in a global node numbering system, where the

global nodes lying on faces shared between adjacent elements receive a single

label and contain a single value for each variable, though several elements may

contribute. The assembly process, referred to as 'direct stiffness', properly

accounts for the contributions from several elements.
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APPENDIX A

CO-ORDINATE TRANSFORMATION

A.1 Global and Local Co-ordinates

We decompose the given domain into arbitrarily shaped six-sided elements,

we then transform these elements from the global co-ordinate system which

applies to the entire domain to a local co-ordinate system within each element.

The elements in physical space transform into cubes in local space, with local co-

ordinates ranging between * 1. Since the physical equations apply in global

space, we must develop a method for representing spatial derivatives and

integrals in the local system. Specifically, we require a method to transfer from a

co-ordinate system (xb,x2 ,x3) to a system (

Assuming an expression such as

xi -- (A.61.,)

exists between the two co-ordinate systems, the total derivative of xi appears as
dxi = = f t- 1 + &-2 +- (A.1.2)

Expressing this relation as a vector by letting dxi equal the vector with

components (fxi/8tj)dtj, changes the total differentials into

dx' = Oxfe, + Tdt2e2 + F ,346e3, (A.1.3)

tie, +x ,+ M17k 2e2 + Oxýd se (A. 14)

and dx = e+ ! 2e2 + Fdi 3e3. (A.1.5)

We require differentials in vector form since the various surface integrals

encountered in the analysis contain differential areas pointed in the surface

normal direction.

A." Transform Between Global and Local Co-ordinates

Equation (A.1.2) represents a valid procedure for transforming from the
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global co-ordinates (x,y,z) to the local co-ordinates (r,s,t). In matrix form this

transformation equals
dx [XrXs Xt]dr] [dri

y =Yr Ys Y I = IJ] ds , (A.2.1)
ldzJ Zr Zs z dtj dt

where the Jacobian, [J], equals

[J]= rY y' . (A.2.2)
Lzr Zs Ztj

Subscripts refer to partial derivatives with respect to the local co-ordinates. The

inverse transform, whereby the local co-ordinates appear in terms of global ones,

equals

[dr' [dx
ds; [J-11 dy (A.2-3)
dtJ LdzJ

The inverse of the Jacobian equals (A.2.4)

S[yszt-ytzs xtzs-xszt Xsytxtys
[J'e]= jI YtZr-YrZt XrZt-XtZr XtYr-XrYtS,"det I YrZs-YsZr XsZr-XrZs XrYs-XsYr]

which simplifies, upon introduction of (A,2.5)
xi = Yszt-YtZs, X2 = Ytzr-YrZt, x 3 = Yrzs-YsZr,

Yi = XtZs-XsZt, Y2 = XrZt-XtZr, Y3 = XsZr-XrZs,

and z X = xsYt-XtYs, Z2 = XtYr-XrYt, Z3 = XrYs-XsYr,

to

]•T4 xI y z. (A.2.6)---• j Y Z2

yX z3
Substituting into the inverse transform results in

rd] det' rX xY' Z2 Idy, (A. 2.7)
ldtJ ~ x3 Y 3 z Jwhich represents a convenient method for computing total derivatives of local co-

ordinates as functions of global differentials. Partial derivatives of the local co-

ordinates occur when two of the global co-ordinates remain constant, or,
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equivalently, by setting one or more of the differential quantities dx, dy, or dz

equal to zero.

A.3 Volume Transformation

The variational form of the equations of motion contain volume integrals in

physical space; however, the expansion functions only apply in transform space.

Consequently, we require a transformation procedure for conversions between the

two systems.

If the vector dxi represents a differential length in the global system, a

differential volume equals

dY = dxl.(dx2xdx 3). (A.3.1)

Using the previously derived expressions for the vectors dxi gives

dV = Cijk d O i 8 X2 • . 3 (A.3.2)

where ijk equals the alternating unit tensor. Introducing the Jacobian gives

dV = det[J]d~jdýl2d; (A.3.3)

where the determinant of the Jacobian depends on
det[J]d~jd2d6 3 =-- "jk' 6d6d

-(x 1x2,x3).• d-2d 3.- (A.3.4)= (ýI,f 2,ý3)- •3

We require

0 < I det[J] I < ®(A.3.5)

for a proper transformation. With (A.3.3) we have a method for transforming

volume integrals between the global and local co-ordinate systems. This

transformation appears in the variational statement of the governing differential

equations, or whenever a volume integral in the global system appears.

A.4 Partial Derivatives

The governing differential equations require partial derivatives of the
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dependent variables in terms of the global co-ordinates. Since the global co-

ordinates depend on the local co-ordinates, and vice versa, partial derivatives

may appear as

80 aar +8088 Ovat(A. 4. 1)

The partial derivatives of local co-ordinates depend on (A.2.7). For example,

the partial derivative Dr/Ox equals

or =eJ NOr+ 08+ .(8 (A.4.2)

Using similar expressions for the other derivatives gives

ael~r 7 8

and = detJXrz8' OVA (A.4t3)

and + [ + det* t (A+4.7)

Expressions such as these appear whenever we represent partial derivatives of the

dependent variables in transform space.

A,5 Partial Derivatives Using Spectral Expaions

The approximation procedure expresses the dependent variables as a

truncated series of interpolating functions and coefficients. Therefore,

expressions such as (A.4.5), containing the dependent variable •o, actually

contain a series of coefficients and functions which depend on the local co-

ordinates. Our method uses interpolating functions based on the Legendre

polynomials. For example, the one-dimensional interpolation function of order n

for the dependent variable i equals

n

which contains the interpolating functions, {•(r), k=0,l,...,n}, and coefficients.
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V. The derivative of V with respect to the local variable r appears as
n d

Dnfp(r) = E 4ý,0-[]k(r)]. (A.5.2)

In the current formulation, we compute the derivatives at the nodes and not

between nodes. Evaluating the derivative at ra gives

Dn~p(ra) = E 0S Dak, (A.5.3)
kag

where d-ok(r)r---Dak represents the derivative of the expansion function V

with respect to the local co-ordinate r at node ra. Substituting similar

expressions for the other partial derivatives in (A.4.5) gives

ea)bc = aeJ )bc E V~'jkDai~tj(Sb)1bk(tc) (A.5.4)

+ (X2-J)aebc i fpOjkbi(ra)DbjV&(tc) + ( aebJc E •W"jkci~(ra)OIj(Sb)Dck.de i Ijk k ij k
The superscript e represents the element number, while the subscripts abc

stand for the spatial node under consideration. Since the interpolating

polynomials satisfy bi(ra)= 6ai, the partial derivative expressions reduce to

(G.5.5)

(t the Xode points At this + X2e im)pe norcDbs + thebc a ofbkDcka

node withi neeet ie. hendetJ ka i nteitroro ntesraeo

(8n"eembct (Th nextc S eibcnai + ( deiativcDbe + e Y'emnbc a e bkDcky

appying (A.5)toj- ndsyi n alon the sufke

(8rZ")ebc= ( Z' J)abc E OPbcDai + (dezJ])bc oalj~cDbj + ( ~j')bc E KebckD .

These equations represent the partial derivatives of the dependent variable, V,

at the nodal points. At this point we impose no restriction on the location of a

node within an element, i.e., the node may lie in the interior or on the surface of

an element. The next section computes derivatives along element faces by

applying (A.5.5) to nodes lying along the surface.

AX6 Derivatives Along Element Faces

The calculation of surface stresses requires derivatives along element faces.

The equations for derivatives at any node (a,b,c) simplify along the element
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surface since one of the indices remains fixed while the other two vary. This

results in a set of expressions for each of the six element faces;

+ (eX3J;abI 1 E bkD~k (A.6.1)

(A)bI ( Ay)b I VxbQDai + YI'a VjIb

+ ( Y3"ab bkDik

Crzibi- (Ue-'tM)abI ! iblDai + (d afb1 I "j IDbj

+(e~j7)a~b1 E Hb~k along the side at t= - 1;

(~~)jtc det J1J &tc E, VPljtc~oa' + (e-Jitc 11,
+~X ( e.J)icE ~k (A.6-2)

+ (~Jj~j)jtc E fPajtkDck

Me.jtc Y, e-~)~tc V ~jtcDai + de.Ji)jitc j
+(ry JJ~ic altDccaln the sid iats1

(~)~bkt delJ)~~ PI a' bk~i

+ (,~ 1 lk Y34kkk A63
k

aw"i+c ((f~~k ZI )aebk Vkt

+ (de7J)aektc E 4'ZbkDktk, along the side ats=1;

(-rx)abit (debJJkt V-LbktDai + (T-7)ak Aijk5

+ X eabt I VakDck (A.6.3)

abt )abk VpbktDai + " k eitb

+ ( aefO~abt IkDckt

lak- (3e7'tJ)aebk ý @bicDai + abkt Va):Ic j

z WZ72



+ d')e jalc Z VlkDck, along the side s= - 1;
(•)bc-- (deJ)!bc • •ebcDli + (de )JPbc • @¶jcDbj

+etJ- kd~J)b X2b~k A6
(r")bc" ( ?)¶bc V ibcDli + ( I- c ýc Dbj

+ (effýj)Tbc E AbkDck

+ (deJJ)•bc • •ObkD&k, "along the side .r= - 1; and

+ (de• j)etbc • •PltbkDck (A.6.6)

L ,I

+ (1f'.~b ~~Ptkc
(8)"tbc= ( 'I)etbc V ibcDiti + (e'I)•tbc £ @¶tjcDbj

+ (•)e~tb k+ (YMtbkDck, along the side r-1.

A.7 Surace Integrals

Often surface integrals involving the differential area vector appear in

boundary conditions and computations of surface stresses inter alia. According

to (A.l.3) through (A.1.5), the transformation between global co-ordinates

(x,y,z) and local co-ordinates (r~s,t) equals

d8-1rer + . .de + ( det X2..
"dyb= =tb 0'drer t +a 7de8 + dte- A7

and det =JJ 8Zetb + 8z +

+ (X itcr Ide O' dtet.c (A.6.6)

In the local co-ordinate system, the element surface depends on two of the three

local variables while the third remains fixed. For example, along side one co-

ordinates r and s vary, while co-ordinate t equals -1. Hence, the

transformation along side one appears as
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Ox Oxd = Kdre, + Fdses, (A. 7.4)

dyl = ýdre'r + I.dses, (A.7.5)

Oz Ozand dz' = Rdrer + Fjdses, (A.7.6)

where here the superscript refers to side one and not direction one as in (A.1.3).

After integrating these relations, expressions for the physical co-ordinates in

terms of the local co-ordinates along the surface appear:

x1= x(r,s), (A.7.7)

y- = y(r,s), (A.7.8)

and z' = z(rs). (A.7.9)

Let Rl=x1 Cx+yley+ztez represent a position vector describing the location of

any point along surface one. Substituting the previous expressions for the

physical co-ordinates into this position vector gives

RI = x(r,s)ex + y(r,s)ey + z(r,s)ez. (A.7.10)

A differential area vector in the normal direction to the surface corresponding to

a differential change in the local co-ordinates r and s equals
dAl--- (Vii s-)drds" (A. 7. 11)

The minus sign indicates that the area vector points in the local co-ordinate

direction - et. We can write the two partial derivatives as

OR = + O OROz (A.7.12)

and tO = + iRz (A.7.13)
Using (A.7.10) reduces these expressions to

V-R = xrex + yrey + zrez,
0R q-Zsez.(A.7.14)

and OR- = xsex + ysey + zsez.

Substituting these expressions into dAt and taking the cross-product gives

dAl = - [(yrzs - zrys)ex + (ZrXs - xrzs)ey +
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(xrys - yrxs)ezldrds, (A. 7.16)

or, using the simplified notation of (A.2.5)

dAl = - (x3ex + y3ey + z3e-z)&ds. (A.7.17)

Similar expressions for sides two through six equal

dA2 = (x2e. + y2ey + z2e,)drdt, (A.7.18)

dA3 = (Xe.e + Y3e + z3ez)dds, (A.7.19)

dA4 = -(x2e. + y2ey + z2e)drdt, (A.7.20)

dAs = -{xjez + yiey + zlez)dsdt, (A.7.21)

and dA= - (x1e 1 + y1ey + ze)dsdt. (A.7.22)

Expressions such as these will appear whenever we compute surface integrals.
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APPENDIX B

SURFACE FORCE AND MOMENT CALCULATION

B.1 Background

Fluid flowing past solid boundaries develops surface stresses which lead to

surface forces and moments after integration over the surface area. The elements

located adjacent to these surfaces contain flow-field information necessary for

surface stress calculations Let dA equal a differential area on the element

surface with unit normal vector n. Let the force per unit area due to the fluid

stresses on this surface equal t(n). Then, the total force on a finite surface, ffi,

results from integrating the contributions from all the differential elements:

F = ff t(n)dA. (B.I.I)

Similarly, the total moment about a given point due to the surface forces equals

M-ff xxt(n)dA, (B.1.2)

where X represents the distance between the surface element and the point

about which the moment is taken. Let aji denote the ith component of t(j),

and let t(n)i denote the ith component of t(n). Whence

t o' =cjinj, (B.l.3)

where the stress tensor equals

f ' l 012 0'131

0= a2la22•023. (B.I.4)
031 0'32 F33J

Since t(n) represents a vector and n represents a unit vector independent of

the aji, we require

t(n)-= n- '. (B.1.5)

This equation represents the force per unit area due to fluid stresses on a surface

with unit normal vector n. When this expression replaces t(n) in the force and
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moment integrals, terms such as n. adA and xx(n-or)dA arise. Since dA

represents a scalar, we may write these expressions as ndA-_a and Xx(ndA-_J).

We developed expressions for ndA=dA along each of the six element faces in

appendix A. We still need, however, an expression for the stress tensor.

B.2 Incompressible Stress Tensor

In Cartesian co-ordinates the diagonal components of the incompressible

flow stress tensor equal

axx=-p+2 au, I yy=-p+2&V,

and zz= -p + 2 ,I (B.2.1)

while the off diagonal terms equal

Uxy = y-Y (B + , (B.2.2)

cxz = 9 =X (au. + 0), (B.2.3)

and = 'zy = (+ )w (B.2.4)

B.3 Surface Force

As indicated in §B.1, the force over a surface 8f0 due to the fluid stresses

equals

F = if t(n)dA = ff n.odA. (B.3.1)
"80 il -

The components of the force in the global (xy,z) system equal
Fx = f ( + oyny + ar 1n.)dA, (B.3.2)

an
Fy = if ((oxynx + oyyny + Ozyynz)dA, (B.3.3)

and Fz = if ( 1xznx + ayzny + azznz)dA. (B.3.4)

Since nxdA, nydA, and nzdA represent the projection of dA onto the planes

perpendicular to the global co-ordinate axes, we may write nxdA=ex-dA,

nydA=ey-dA and nzdA=ez-dA. Substituting these expressions into the force
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components gives

FX = iff (cex + ayey + azxez)-dA, (B.3.5)

Fy-= ffn(crxyez + ayey + azye-z) -dA, (B.3.6)

and Fz= ff (orxzex + ayzey + ozez).dA. (B.3.7)

The forces along side one, where dA'= - (x3ex+y 3ey+zsez)drds, equal

' ff (U•X1 XX + O'yxy3 + o'zXZ 3)drds. (B.3.8)
ani

Fy - ff (UxyX3 + 0 yyY3 + uZyz 3)drds, (B.3.9)
afil

and Fz' ff i (u'zX3 + ayzY3 + 0rz 3)drds. (B.3.10)and FzI- - an'

On the local level, the surface of integration reduces to a square with sides

ranging between L1. Using the spectral collocation approximation allows an

expression for the force Fx' as

Fxe= -E f 'f f (=3 + c'yxY3 +

0rzxz3)ejj,@(r)0j(s)drds, (B.3.11)

where the expression (...)ej 1 indicates that the terms within the parentheses

depend on the local node ij I of element e. Igtegrating over the element surface

gives

Fxe -- -•. (OrxxX3 + 0yX.zY + LTzxZ3)lwlwiwj. (B.3.12)

In a similar manner, the y and z components appear as

Fye-- -E ('xyX3 + OyyY3 + azyZ3)ejlwiwj (B.3.13)

and Fzle= -E (JxzX3 + O'yy3 + CrzzZ3)¶j lWiWj. (B.3.14)
ii

The forces on faces two through six equal

Fx2" = E (c'xx2 + O'y42 + cTzZ2)IJtkWiwk,
ik

Fy2e = E (O'xyX2 + OryyY2 + azyZ2)ejtkWiWk,
ik

and F =2e = E (CxzX 2 + ayZY2 + azzZ2)1jtkWiWk, (B.3.15)
ik
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on face two, where dA=(x 2e1 +y 2ey+z 2ez)drdt;
F.3e = E.j (Ta.X3 + ayXY3 + GrzxZ3)ljktWiWj,

FY3e = -E. (axyX3 + ayyY3 + OazyZ3)ejktWiWj,

and F3e -" .. (oxzX3 + 'yzY3 + O'z2Z3)ljktWiWj, (B.3.16)
Uj

on face three, where dA=(x3ex+y 3ey+z3ez)drds;

F.4e = E (a.x 2 + ayXY2 + azzZ2)'1kWiWk,

ikFy4e = ai OxX b ry2÷OszY2)etkWWk,

and Fa4e = i (GXzX2 + UyzY2 + CrzzZ2)'IkWiWk, (B.3.17)

on face four, where dA= - (x2e1+y2ey+z 2ez)drdt;

Fxe = E (axxX1 + ayzY + OzxZl)IjkwjWk,
jk

FYe = Ek (o'xyXI + O'yyYl + "4azyZl)jkWjWk,

and Fz5e = k (XzXI + ryzy1 + "zzZ1)IjkWjWk, (B.3.18)
jk

on face five, where dA= - (xsex+ytey+zlez)dsdt; and

Fx6e = y (aXxI + ryxYl + urzxzz)etjkWjWk,
jk

FYse = 2 (axyXi + ayyYl + azyzl)'tjkwjwk,
jk

and Fz6e = " (c2xzl + ayzYi + o"zzZl)ItjkWjWk, (B.3.19)
jk

on face six, where dA=(xje,+yjey+zjez)dsdt. Note that when any of the

subscripts ijk equals 1, we refer to the node at the face corresponding to rst

equal to -1, and when any of the ijk equals it, it, or kt, we refer to the

node at the face corresponding to rst equal to 1. Also, the basis functions

integrated over the local co--ordinate domain, wi=-. IfiO(r)dr, wj-_f'. j(s)ds,

and wk=--f-/ i(t)dt, differ when the number of nodes in the r, s, or t

directions differ; consequently, we must remember that wi refers to the r-

direction, wj refers to the s-direction, and wk refers to the t-direction.

BA Surface Moment
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The moment along a surface due to the fluid stresses appears as

M=if X•a-n dA, (B.4.1)
an

wk• are the moment "arm" equals X=-Xei+Xyey+Xzez. Substituting into (B.4. 1)

and performing the cross product yields the moment components in the global co-

ordinates as (B.4.2)

Mx = ff [Xy(rxzntx + ayzny + arznz) - Xz(oxynx + Oayyny + ozynz)]dA,

My = ff [Xz(oxxnx + ayOny + ozxnz) - Xz(xcznx + ayzny + azznz)]dA,

MZ = ff [Xx(o-xynx + oyyny + qzynz) - Xy(trxxnx + ayxny + azxnz)]dA.

Using the same notation as in the surface force calculation gives

MX = ff [Xy(oxzex + oyzey + 7zzez) - xz(azyez + oyyey + ozyez)] -dA,
an
.f (Xz(oxxex 4- '.yxey + Ctzxejz) - Xx(ox,cex + oyey + c )I-dA,
all

MZ =ff [Xx(Oyex + o0yyey + OzyeA) - Xy(Oxxex + Oyey + aee)JI-dA.
an

(B.4.3)

For example, the x-component evaluated along side one, where

dA=-[x3ex+y3ey+z 3ez]drds, equals

Mxe = -f •f .[Xy(uxzx3 + O'yzY3 + CTzZZ3) - Xz(axyX3 + OyyYs + aryza)]edrds.

Introducing the spectral expansion functions gives

M.,"- -E. f 'f '[xy(,,xzX + oyzY3 (B.4.4)

+ rzZZ3) - Xz((7xyX3 + ayyy3 + azyZ3)]eilýi(r)ij(s)drds.

After integration we obtain

M~1e= -E [xy(7x.:xa + O'yzY3 + UzZZ3)
ij

-- Xz(OxyX3 + OyyY3 + O'zyZ3)1'j 1WiWj. (B.4.5)

In a similar manner, the y and z components appear as
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My"' -E~ [Xz(axxX3 + OayxY3 + cazXZ3) - Xx(a~XZX3 + O0YzY3 + azsZ)1"IjIiWi,

MI1e -E. IIXx(uzyX3 + Oyyy3 + £Yzyz3) - Xy(C'X1X3 + OTYXY3 + O'ZX3)]'11jliWij

The moments along faces two through six equal

M212e = Z [Xy(axzx2 + ayzY2 + OUZZZ2) - XZt(0XyX2 + O'YYY2 + O'ZYZ2)ei¶jtkwiwk,
ik

MY2e1 = E [Xz(ox1X2 + ayZy-2 + azIZ2) - Xx(O'xz&X2 + O'YZY2 + G'zZ2)1u21tkWiWk,
M.e 1 [XX(UrXyX2 + C'yyY2 + azYZ2) - XY(O'XXX2 + O'YXY2 + O'ZXZ2)]ij'tkWiwk,ik

along face two, where dA=(x 2e2 ±y 2ey+z 2e,,)drdt; (B.4-6)

MX3' S. [Xy(a~zX3 + ayzY3 + azZZ3) - Xz(OGzyX3 + CTYYY3 + O'ZYZ3))lj-ktwiWj,

MY3e = E. [XZ(a.xX3 + U~y.Y3 + 0-1,Z3) - XxI&YxzX3 + ayZY3 + O'Z~z3)] "jkt*iWj,
Ii 

i

M~e ,~ [XXx(UxyX3 + 0'YyY3 + OUZYZ3) - Xy(aXXX3 + tUyXY3 + o-zXz3)1jektwlwi,

along face three, where dA=(Xaex+Y3ey+Z3e2 )drds; (B.4.7)

Mx 4e = _j IXY(a'Z~X2 + o'yZY2 + GZ2Z2) - Xz(O'XYX2 + O'YyY2 + azYz2)I1'ikwiWk,

My4e = _y, IXZ(O'x2 + ayzY2 + 'UrZZ2) - Xx(aGZX2 + OayzY2 + a~ZZz2)]Illkwiwk,
ik

Mz4e = -E [Xx(O'zyX2 + U'yyY2 + O'ZyZ2) - Xy(OUXIX2 + U'YXY2 + az'XZ2)elikW1'Vk,
ik

along face four, where dA= - (X2ex+Y 2 ey+Z2ez)drdt; (B-4.8)

-, = _, [Xy(uXZXI + ay7zVI + OtZ~Zi) - Xz(UOxyXi + OUyyYI ± u'zyZI)]~jkWjWk,
jk

My5e =~ _E Xz(axxX1 + Oyxyi + uOzx,) - Xx(OrxzXi + u'yzYi + Ouzzzt)]Ijkwjwk,
jk

MZ5e = I1 Xx(O'xyXi + ayyYI + azyZI) - Xy(axxXi + OryxYI + G'zx1)]ljkWjWk,
j k

along face five, where dA= - (xiex+yiey+ziez)dsdt; (B.4.9)

-, = k EfXy(o~xz + ayzy1 + UrzzZi) -Xz(o'xyXi + OryyI + a~z1~)IltjkWjWk,

Mi6 - k [Xz(axxXI + Oayx 1 + OTzxZl) -Xx(cJ'xz~i + OyzYI + c'zzz~l~l tjkWjWk,
Mzae -F [XX(aXyxl + OyyYzI + O'Zyz1) - Xy(OXlX + O'YXY + Glz1z)]I~tjvwjwi,

along face six, where dA=(xje.+yjey+zjeý)dsdt. (B.4.10)



APPENDIX C

IMPERMEABLE WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

CA Physical Basis

Along an impermeable wall the normal fluid velocity must equal the normal

component of the wall velocity, while the tangential velocity may vary. We

express this as

n-V = n- Vwall. (C. 1.1)

Another condition on impermeable wall boundaries requires zero tangential

stress, or, equivalently, that the stress points normal to the surface. In other

words, the cross product of the surface unit normal and the local stress vector

equals zero. Thus, an impermeable wall, unlike a solid wall, cannot support a

tangential stress. In symbolic form this boundary condition equals

nX(a.n) = 0, (C.1.2)

where n represents the surface outward unit normal vector, and a represents

the total stress tensor consisting of the sum of the isotropic and deviatoric terms.

We must prove that the combination of these two boundary conditions equals the

single condition given by

(n-V)V = 0. (C.2.1)

The derivation of this relation follows.

C.2 Mathematical Derivation

Begin by expressing the unit normal as

n = nxe1 ~+ nyey + nz@-• (C,2.2)

and the velocity as

V = Ue. + Vey + We. (C,2.3)

The inner product n-V gives
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n-V = Un. + Vny + Wn,,. (C.2.4)

Setting this equal to the normal velocity of the boundary gives

IUn. + Vny, + Wn,, = u Vwall. (C.2.5)

The stress vector on a surface with normal, n, equals t(n) which appears as

t(n) = Oa-n = (C.2.6)

(ocxnx + Gyxfly + ozxnz)ex +

(oxyn, + oyyny + ozyznz)ey +

(caxzflx + oyzfly + oznze

according to appendix B. The cross product of this relation with the unit normal

equals

nxtk~n) = nXO'.n (C.2-7)

[iny(6xznx + oyzny + ozzni) - nz(axynx + ayyny + ozn.)]e, +

fnz(c~xxnx + t~xn + ozxiz2 ) - nx(axzzx + ay7,ny + iozznz)]ey +

[nx(axynx + oryyny + 7zynlz) - ny(ou11 nx + ayxny + cz 1nz)lez-

Using (B.2.1) through (B.2.4) for the stress components gives the following

relations for the three components of the above expression:

OU 8W aW 8V MW
(nx or-n), = AMXnIY( -+z-j-) + Ann~k+T + zy( - p)

(nO'n U 8UO +vO OW8imnx nz(2ý= P +Myknz-y+- p) - mzznziz(i.- -8

8UOW,28 ) 8Wzyz(U8V OW

AnxnIX(-+j) -Tx)-nynx(ýz1 ..+z-) -MAnznx(2 7z--p), (C .2.9)
OU ax! OV aw av

(Dxo-, = /aI~nx(ýý-+Vx) + pmnyn(2ZFj - p) + pnzx-ý

pnn.2 -p) - gnn(ýxT)-Mzyý~ !-. (C-2,10)

The pressure terms cancel in each of these expressions giving
(nxU ~a) =w 013 aW 9W+OW 80'!
(nxor-n),, =An,,ny( zr-z+ j- + k'nyny(y T -Y -z) + jMznyu(2ý z- 7 -Y

ux, + aj) - pD 2 Dz(d + aw(C.2.1 1)
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(nxo'-)y =mxnz(2- -- ) + , 2u + 3•-W) OU7-, TZ-) + ý~Mynz(-B +'- + IMZnZ(~-8-'X+WZ

juxxr !-)- pflyfx(Ty- (C.2.12)
(• 3V n V 8U 8W 9V

(n 0-nz Aixnix(7y- + +y £fyfi(27y- 2#~ nn'~
8V 8U _ Vnx• 8 OW"

lyny(•- + •-y) +y-~). (C.2.13)

After further rearrangement we obtain
(xcr.n)x= - Unz( a + n - + n -) + OWy(n a + y - +

+ n+ n + n) nW (C.2.4)

+.,r + + nw+ n 0)(nyW - nZV), (0.2.15)

(flxo1fl)y =P( 813 O+ O V+ W 8a1 8V 8W
n~~~ ~~ + OV•• O nO•N"

n- -- (i xý7 z + n + nz---) + /p.(nrd- + -+ nz-j)
a + a++ A~x ny-q nz-)(nzU - nxW), (C.2.15)

(Ufix Un)z =813yn u OX'+ OW 8a3 6' aW
-imyfx- +~x ný + Mn-) + gn 1(nrgy + ny-F-+ zj -)

a 8 8+ j(nxN + ny + n,,-k)(n.V - nyU). (C.2.16)

The partial derivatives of the unit normal vector with respect to the spatial co-

ordinates differ from zero on a curved surface. Hence, we cannot interchange the

derivative operator in the first two terms of each expression with the components
OU 8V OW af

of the normal vector (e.g., 81x3 Vnyk• nx 8•W nxU + nyV + nzW)).

However, the derivative may move outside the components of the normal vector

if we only consider surfaces with zero curvature. When we restrict ourselves to

this case, the above relations may appear as

(n-_•-na),,-- -AnanU + nyV + nzW) + ,mynxU + nyV + nzW)

+ +nxn + n+zz)(nyW - nzV), (C.2.17)

( ) 4n(U + nYV + nEW) + Pi4nxU + n'V + nZW)

± gnx + n• + nzý)(n.U - nxW), (C.2.18)

(n-_o-n), = -an jnxU + nyV + nW) + AD4anxU + nyV + nzW)

+ 'U~nx + nyW + nz2ýz)(n.V - ny13). (C.2.19)

Introducing n.V=nxU+nyV+nzW and n.V=nx+ny•-+nzT into these
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expressions yields

= Una a(nxa-n)x = p(ny #nz- )n-V + m-V(nyW-nzV), (C.2.20)

a a(n-or.n)y = -pnd )R.V + /,-V(,.U-nxW), (C.2.21)
a a(nH-n)Z = -&(ntj-n4F)n.V + n-VV(nV-nU). (C.2.22)

After introducing the cross product, the three components of (nxa.in) reduce to

a single vector expression given by

(n--on) = •4(xV)n)- V+ (a-V)n--V. (C.2.23)

This equation also appears as

(nxa-'n) = AnV(n-V) + (nV)1VM. (C.2.24)

Introducing n-V=n-Vwall gives

(n-a-n) = pnx[V(n-Vwall) + (n-V)VI. (C.2.25)

For a general curved boundary moving with velocity Vwan1, the quantity

V(n-Vwaii), does not equal zero. However, since we are limiting our

consideration to flat boundaries, this term does equal zero. In this case the

boundary condition reduces to

(nxy.ln) = An[(n-V)V]. (C.2.26)

Since the original boundary condition, nxa-n, equals zero, we require

pn[(n-V)V] = g(n-V)(nxV) = 0. (C.2.27)

This equation is satisfied when the unit normal lies parallel to the velocity vector

giving nxV=0. This seems like a most unusual condition and we assume that it

does not hold for most boundaries. The other possibility requires

(n.V)V = 0, (C.2.28)

and represents the desired form of the boundary conditions given in §C.1. This

proves that the two impermeable wall boundary conditions reduce to

homogeneous natural conditions when we enforce (1) zero surface curvature to
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ensure V(n-Vwaln)=O, and (2) a surface with unit normal not parallel to the

local velocity.
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